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1.
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

ACOUISITION, TRACKING AND
SUB-MCROSECOND TIME TRANSFER
USING WEAK GPS/GNSS SIGNALS
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

This application is a Continuation of U.S. patent applica
tion Ser. No. 12/919,317 filed Aug. 25, 2010, which is a
National Phase of International Application No. PCT/

10

US2009/35627 filed Mar. 1, 2009, which claims benefit of

U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/067,314, filed Feb. 28,
2008, which are all incorporated herein by reference.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to GPS/GNSS receivers.
More specifically, the present invention relates to acquisition,
tracking, and sub-microsecond time transfer in GPS/GNSS
receivers using weak GPS/GNSS signals.
The use of GPS/GNSS signals for time transfer at the
sub-microsecond level is a well-established art. However,

most conventional methods depend on the ability of a GPS/
GNSS receiver to accurately demodulate timing information
from the received GPS/GNSS signal. This implies that the
signal must be strong enough to keep the demodulated bit
error rate acceptably Small (for example, less than about

25

10), which can be guaranteed only if the received signal

memory.

power is above approximately -148 dBm. Accordingly, it is
difficult to establish sub-microsecond time transfer using
very weak GPS/GNSS signals suffering severe attenuation,
Such as those received indoors or in urban canyons.

30

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

35

The embodiments of the invention provide a method for
high-sensitivity GPS/GNSS signal acquisition in a stationary
GPS/GNSS receiver including a frontend section and a signal
processing section. The front end section receives GPS/
GNSS signals from satellite and produces a digitized com
plex baseband signal. A range of uncertainty in frequency of
the received signal due to apparent Doppler shift is parti
tioned into a plurality (P) of contiguous frequency bins hav

ing a center frequency fo. A range of uncertainty in location

of navigation data bit boundaries of the received signal is
partitioned into equally spaced trial bit boundary locations
to. For each combination of the trial bit boundary location
and the frequency bin, a search process is performed. The
search process includes (a) capturing a segment of the base
band signal including navigation data using start time corre
sponding to the selected trial bit boundary location, (b) Dop
pler-compensating the captured baseband signal segment
using a phase rotator, (c) partitioning the segment of the
baseband signal into Successive Sub-segments, each having a
length of one navigation data bit, (d) synchronously Summing
samples of each sub-segment with a periodicity of one period
of C/A code, so as to produce a compressed sample block
having Nsamples, each compressed sample block having the
length of one period of C/A code, (e) cross-correlating each
compressed sample block with one period of reference C/A
code for a selected satellite to produce an N-value correlation
function per compressed sample block, (f) calculating a mag

40
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nitude of each value of the N-value correlation function to

produce a correlation magnitude function for each N-value
correlation function, the correlation magnitude function hav
ing N values, and (g) Stack-accumulating a number of the

2
N-Value correlation magnitude functions into an array with
precession compensation so as to determine a correlation
peak having a largest value in the array.
Prior to stack-accumulating, precession in the N-value cor
relation magnitude function due to the apparent Doppler shift
may be compensated by cyclically shifting positions of the N
values in the N-value correlation magnitude function.
Doppler-compensating the captured baseband signal seg
ment may include calculating a rate of change in the fre
quency of the received signal based on approximate receiver
location, approximate time, and satellite ephemeris data
obtained from an external Source. A phase rotation in the
phase rotator may be calculated as a function of time based on
the center frequency of the frequency bin and the rate of
change in the frequency.
Cross-correlating each compressed sample block with one
period of reference C/A code may include (e1) fast-Fourier
transforming Nsamples of each compressed sample block to
produce N complex outputs, (e2) obtaining N reference out
puts by calculating complex-conjugate of fast-Fourier trans
formed N samples of the one period of reference C/A code,
(e3) pointwise-multiplying the N complex outputs with the N
reference outputs to produce N complex values, and (e4)
inverse fast-Fourier transforming the N complex values to
generate the N-point correlation function.
Doppler-compensating, synchronously Summing, cross
correlating, and stack-accumulating may be performed as
real time processing, without storing the captures signal in a

65

After the search process is performed for all of the combi
nation of the frequency bins and the trial bit boundary loca
tions, the largest correlation peak is determined, which has
the largest value among all of the correlation peaks, so as to
obtain signal acquisition parameters from the center fre
quency of the frequency bin, the trial bit boundary location,
the calculated rate of change in the frequency, and the location
in the array associated with the largest correlation peak.
Stack-accumulating the N-value correlation magnitude
functions may include (gl) stack-accumulating a predeter
mined number (R) of the correlation magnitude functions in
the N-accumulator array, (g2) creating a plurality (M) of
arrays of the accumulated correlation magnitude functions in
Software memory by transferring contents of the N-accumu
lator array to the Software memory and resetting the N-accu
mulator array, each time R correlation magnitude functions
are accumulated in the N-accumulator array, (g3) stack-ac
cumulating the Marrays of the accumulated correlation mag
nitude functions into a final array with precession compensa
tion by cyclically shifting the accumulated values in each of
the Marrays, and (g4) determining the correlation peak hav
ing the largest value in the final array. In accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention, the number R of the
correlation magnitude functions to be accumulated is 1500,
and the number M of the arrays is 6.
In one aspect of the invention, the search process is per
formed in parallel for the plurality (P) of frequencybins so as
to create PxMarrays. In Stack-accumulating the Marrays, the
PxMarrays are arranged into a Pby M matrix, where an array
in the matrix is denoted by A", where k runs from 1 to M in
time sequence, and frequency bin index n runs from 1 to P. A
plurality of frequency trajectories are calculated, where each
frequency trajectory varies linearly with time according to an
expression f(t)=a+bt, wherea is a frequency at the time where
the arrays A" are halfway through the accumulation, and b is
the rate of change of frequency. Then, Marrays A", A',
A'. . . . A from the array matrix are stack-accumulated,
along each of the plurality of frequency trajectories, to form

US 8,542,718 B2
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an array B, where a SuperScript in identifies the frequency bin
intercepted by the frequency trajectory at the time of midpoint
of the accumulation in the corresponding arrays having a
Subscript value k. In all arrays A" having the same Subscript,
the accumulated values are cyclically shifted by a same
amount to compensate for time precession of the received
signal. The array B for each frequency trajectory corresponds
to the final array, and the largest correlation peak having the
largest value among all of the correlation peaks in the Barrays
obtained for the plurality of frequency trajectories is deter

4
of the selected frequencybin, (ii) the selected trial bit bound
ary location to, (iii) an index I of the maximum-magni
tude data-shift correlation value within the M data-shift cor
5

shift correlation value, corresponding to the K" cyclic shift in

10

mined.

The signal acquisition parameters for acquiring the satel
lite signal are obtained from the frequency trajectory, the
center frequency of the frequency bin, the trial bit boundary
location, the calculated rate of change in the frequency, and
the location in the array B which are associated with the
largest correlation peak.
The present invention may preferably be applied to specific
cases where each navigation data bit spans 20 milliseconds,
each sub-segment is 20-millisecond long and contains 20xN
samples, one period of C/A code is 1 millisecond, and each
compressed sample block is 1 millisecond in length. The
number N is preferably 1024.
The embodiments of the present invention also provide a
method for high-sensitivity GPS/GNSS signal acquisition
and tracking in a stationary GPS/GNSS receiver including a
front end section and a signal processing section. The front
end section receives GPS/GNSS signals from satellite and
produces a digitized complex baseband signal. A known B-bit
sequence is selected from a selected subframe of navigation
data. The known B-bit sequence contains an entire M-bit
sequence to be captured as part thereof, preferably as a center
part thereof. A range of uncertainty in frequency of the
received signal due to apparent Doppler shift is partitioned
into a plurality (P) of contiguous frequency bins having a

matrix, k" column of the correlation matrix consisting of the
k" compressed sample block, and (f) data-shift correlating

15

25

30

quency of the frequency bin and the rate of change in the
frequency.
Cross-correlating each compressed sample block with N
cyclic shifts of one period of reference C/A code may include
(e1) obtaining N real-value samples of the one period of
reference C/A code, (e2) pointwise-multiplying the N real
value samples of the reference C/A code with the N samples
of the compressed sample block to produce N complex val
ues, (e3) Summing the N complex values into a correlation
function value, (e4) cyclically shifting the N real-value
samples of the reference C/A code by one sample, and (e5)
repeating said pointwise-multiplying, said Summing, and
said cyclic shifting for N times so as to produce N correlation
function values for the N-value correlation function of the

35
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each row of the correlation matrix with a selected M-bit

The associate parameters includes (i) the center frequency fo,

Doppler-compensating the captured signal block may
include calculating a rate of change in the frequency of the
received signal based on approximate receiver location,
approximate time, and satellite ephemeris data obtained from
an external source. A phase rotation in the phase rotator may
be calculated as a function of time based on the center fre

N complex values of the N-value correlation function of the

sequence of the known B-bit sequence by shifting the selected
M-bit sequence from one end to the other within the known
B-bit sequence so as to produce M data-shift correlation
values for each of row/shift combinations, and finding a maxi
mum data-shift correlation value and associated parameters.

the reference C/A code samples, indicating a location of a
code epoch of the received signal, and (V) an amount of shift
J of the selected contiguous M-bit sequence within the
known B-bit sequence, corresponding to a location of a start
bit of the contiguous M-bit sequence in the known B-bit
Sequence.

center frequency f. A range of uncertainty in location of

navigation data bit boundaries of the received signal is parti
tioned into equally spaced trialbitboundary locations to. For
each combination of the trial bit boundary location and the
frequency bin, a search process is performed. The search
process includes (a) capturing an M-bit block of the baseband
signal (“signal block”) from the selected subframe of the
received signal using start time corresponding to the selected
trial bit boundary location, the signal block including Mbits
of the navigation data, (b) Doppler-compensating the cap
tured signal block using a phase rotator, (c) partitioning the
signal block into M Successive Sub-blocks having a length of
one navigation data bit, (d) synchronously Summing the
samples of each sub-block with a periodicity of one period of
C/A code, so as to produce a compressed sample blockhaving
N-samples, each compressed sample block having a length of
one period of C/A code, (e) cross-correlating each com
pressed sample block with N cyclic shifts of one period of
reference C/A code for a selected satellite to produce an
N-Value correlation function per compressed sample block so
as to produce M N-value correlation functions for M com
pressed sample blocks, forming an N-by-M correlation

relation values per row/shift combination, (iv) a row index
K of the correlation matrix producing the maximum data

65

compressed sample block.
Cross-correlating each compressed sample block with N
cyclic shifts of one period of reference C/A code may also
include cyclically pre-shifting the N real-value samples of the
one period of reference C/A code as time progresses so as to
compensate for signal time precession due to apparent Dop
pler shift corresponding to the selected frequency bin.
Data-shift correlating each row of the correlation matrix
with a selected M-bit sequence may include (f1) selecting the
contiguous M-bit sequence from the known B-bit sequence,
(f2) pointwise-multiplying a selected row of the correlation
matrix with the selected contiguous M-bit sequence to pro
duce M complex values, (f3) performing M-point FFT on the
M complex values to produce M FFT outputs, the M-FFT
outputs being the M data-shift correlation values, (f4) calcu
lating magnitude of each of the MFFT outputs to determine
a current maximum FFT output value, (fS) updating the cur
rent maximum FFT value and associated parameters by
retaining the current maximum FFT value and associated
parameters if there is no previous maximum FFT value
retained, or by replacing previous maximum FFT value and
associated parameters with the current maximum FFT value
and associated parameters if the current maximum FFT value
is greater than the previous maximum FFT value retained,
(f6) shifting the selected contiguous M-bit sequence by one
bit within the known B-bit sequence, (f7) repeating said
pointwise multiplying, said performing M-point FFT, said
updating, and said shifting for B-M+1 times until the selected
contiguous M-bit sequence moves from one end of the known
B-bit sequence to another end thereof, and (f8) obtaining a
greatest maximum FFT value and associated parameters by
repeating said pointwise multiplying, said performing
M-point FFT, said updating, said shifting, and said repeating
for all rows of the correlation matrix,
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The search process is performed for all of the frequency
bin/trial bit boundary location combinations so as to find the
greatest maximum data-shift correlation value and final
parameters associated with the greatest maximum data-shift
correlation value. Then, a C/A code phase of the received
signal, accurate apparent Doppler shift in the received signal,

5

and time to within a few milliseconds are determined based

on the final parameters and known GPS time of transmission
of the known B-bit sequence.
The present invention may preferably be applied to specific
cases where each navigation data bit spans 20 milliseconds,
each sub-block is 20-millisecond long and contains 20xN
samples, one period of C/A code is 1 millisecond, and each
compressed sample block is 1 millisecond in length. Prefer
ably, the number N is 1024, the number of bits B is 228, and
the number of bits M is 128.
Doppler-compensating, synchronously Summing, cross
correlating, and stack-accumulating may be performed as
real time processing, without storing the captures signal in a
memory. Alternatively, the captured signal may be stored in a
memory and repeatedly accessed to perform the search pro

10

15

CCSS,

The embodiments of the invention further provide a
method for obtaining bit synchronization after acquisition of
GPS/GNSS signals in a stationary GPS/GNSS receiver. The
GPS/GNSS receiver includes a front end section and a signal
processing section. The front end section receives GPS/
GNSS signals from satellite and produces a digitized com
plex baseband signal of acquired GPS/GNSS signals. (a) An
M-bit block of the baseband signal (“signal block”), which
includes a known M-bit sequence of the navigation data, is
captured from a predetermined subframe of the acquired sig
nal, using an estimated bit boundary location obtained in
signal acquisition, where the estimated bit boundary corre
sponding to start time of the known M-bit sequence. (b) The
captured signal block is Doppler-compensated using a phase
rotator. A phase rotation in the phase rotator is calculated as a
function of time based on the centerfrequency of an estimated
frequency bin, measured residual Doppler, and a calculated
rate of change in the frequency obtained in the signal acqui
sition. (c) The signal block is partitioned into M Successive
Sub-blocks having a length of one navigation data bit, using
the estimated bit boundary location and Q-1 offset bit bound
ary locations, so as to create Q sets of M Successive Sub
blocks. The estimated bit boundary location and the offset bit
boundary locations are apart from each other by one period of
C/A code with the estimated bit boundary as a center. (d) The
samples within each Sub-block are synchronously Summed
with a periodicity of one period of C/A code, so as to produce
Q sets of M compressed sample blocks each having
N-samples. Each of the compressed sample blocks has the
length of one period of C/A code. (e) Each of the compressed
sample blocks are cross-correlated with one period of refer
ence C/A code for a selected satellite to produce M correla
tion values per set of M compressed sample blocks so as to
produce QxM correlation values. The QxM correlation val
ues form a Q-by-M bit synchronization correlation matrix,

where j" row of the bit synchronization correlation matrix
consists of M complex correlation values obtained from the
j" of the Q sets of M compressed sample values. (f) A selected
row of the bit synchronization correlation matrix is point
wise-multiplied with the known M-bit sequence to produce M
complex values. (g) M-point FFT is performed on the M
complex values to produce M FFT outputs. (h) The magni
tude of each of the MFFT outputs are calculated to determine
a current maximum FFT output value. (i) The current maxi
mum FFT value and associated parameters are upstaged by

6
retaining the current maximum FFT value and associated
parameters if there is no previous maximum FFT value
retained, or by replacing previous maximum FFT value and
associated parameters with the current maximum FFT value
and associated parameters if the current maximum FFT value
is greater than the previous maximum FFT value retained. ()
The greatest maximum FFT value and associated parameters
are obtained by repeating the pointwise-multiplication, the
M-point FFT, and the update for all rows of the bit synchro
nization correlation matrix, so as to find a row index K of
the correlation matrix producing the greatest maximum FFT
value as an offset of a nearest bit boundary to the starting time
of signal capture.
Based on the obtained parameters, time may be determined
within approximately 3.3 microseconds per kilometer of
position uncertainty.
The cross-correlation of each compressed sample block
with one period of reference C/A code may include (e1)
obtaining N real-value samples of the one period of reference
C/A code, (e2) pointwise-multiplying the N real-value
samples of the reference C/A code with the N samples of the
compressed sample block to produce N complex values, and
(e3) Summing the N complex values into a bit synchroniza
tion correlation value,
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Cross-correlating each compressed sample block with one
period of reference C/A code may also include cyclically
shifting the N real-value samples of the one period of refer
ence C/A code as time progresses so as to compensate for
signal time precession due to apparent Doppler shift corre
sponding to the selected frequency bin.
The present invention may preferably be applied to specific
cases where each navigation data bit spans 20 milliseconds,
each sub-segment is 20-millisecond long and contains 20xN
samples, one period of C/A code is 1 millisecond, and each
compressed sample block is 1 millisecond in length. Prefer
ably, the number N is 1024, the number of bits M is 128, and
number Q of sets is 7.
Following the bitsynchronization, the satellites are tracked
by continually updating GPS code phase, accurate apparent
signal Doppler shift, and time to within approximately 3.3
microseconds per kilometer of receiver position uncertainty.
Sub-microsecond time transfer is also obtained using pseu
dorange measurements from a plurality of satellites acquired
by the method described above, so as to obtain position within
approximately 100 meters, thereby reducing the time uncer
tainty to the sub-microsecond level.
In one aspect of the invention, a GPS/GNSS receiver circuit
for high-sensitivity GPS/GNSS signal acquisition is pro
vided. The GPS/GNSS receiver circuit includes a front end
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section and a signal processing section. The front end section
receives GPS/GNSS signals from satellite and produces a
digitized complex baseband signal. The signal processing
section includes (a) an input terminal for receiving a segment
of the baseband signal including navigation data, (b) a pro
cess controller, (c) a phase rotator, (d) a synchronous Summer,
(e) a cross correlator, (f) a magnitude calculator, (g) a stack
accumulator, and (h) a correlation peak determiner. The pro
cess controller includes a frequency bin selector and a bit
boundary selector. The frequency bin selector sets a plurality
(P) of contiguous frequency bins by partitioning a range of
uncertainty in frequency of the received signal due to appar
ent Doppler shift the plurality, and selects one of the fre
quency bins to be searched. Each frequency bin has a center

frequency f. The bit boundary selector sets a plurality of

65

equally spaced trial bit boundary locations to by partitioning
a range of uncertainty in location of navigation data bit
boundaries of the received signal, and selects one of the trial
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bit boundary locations as start time for capturing the received
signal. The phase rotator Doppler-compensates the baseband
signal segment based on a phase rotation function calculated
from the center frequency of the frequency bin and a rate of
change in the frequency. The synchronous Summer partitions
the segment of the baseband signal into Successive Sub-seg
ments, and synchronously sums the samples within each Sub
segment with a periodicity of one period of C/A code, so as to
produce a compressed sample block having N samples. Each
of the compressed sample blocks has a length of one period of

10

C/A code. The cross correlator cross-correlates each of the

compressed sample blocks with one period of reference C/A
code for a selected satellite to produce an N-value correlation
function per compressed sample block. The magnitude cal
culator calculates a magnitude of each value of the N-value
correlation function to produce a correlation magnitude func

15

tion for each N-value correlation function, where the corre

lation magnitude function has N values. The Stack accumu
lator stack-accumulates a predetermined number (R) of the
N-Value correlation magnitude functions so as to create a
plurality (M) of arrays of the accumulated magnitudes, and
then stack-accumulates the Marrays of the accumulated mag
nitudes into a final array with precession compensation by
cyclically shifting the accumulated values in each of the M
arrays. The correlation peak determiner determines a corre
lation peak having a largest value in the final array.
The signal processing section may further include a coarse
precession compensator coupled to said magnitude calcula
tor. The coarse precession compensator compensates preces
sion in the N-value correlation magnitude function due to the
apparent Doppler shift by cyclically shifting positions of the
N values in the N-value correlation magnitude function, and
sends the precession-compensated correlation magnitude

25
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functions to the stack accumulator.

The process controller may further include a rate change
calculator for calculating the rate of change in the frequency
of the received signal based on approximate receiver location,
approximate time, and satellite ephemeris data obtained from

35

an external source.

The correlation peak determiner may include a memory for
storing information of the correlation peak and a location
thereof in the final array for each combination of the fre
quency bins and the trial bit boundary location. The correla
tion peak determiner determines a largest correlation peak
having a largest value among all of the correlation peaks, so as
to obtain signal acquisition parameters from the center fre
quency of the frequency bin, the trial bit boundary location,
the calculated rate of change in the frequency, and the location
in the final array associated with the largest correlation peak.
The Stack accumulator may include an N-accumulator
array (hardware) and a Software accumulator. The N-accu
mulator array Stack-accumulates the magnitude of each
N-value correlation function, and outputs contents thereof
each time R magnitudes are accumulated. The Software accu
mulator holds the contents of the N-accumulator arrays so as
to stack-accumulate the Marrays of the accumulated magni
tudes into the final array with precession compensation by
cyclically shifting the accumulated values in each of the M
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arrays.

In one aspect of the invention, the GPS/GNSS receiver
circuit is capable of parallel processing, and may include a
plurality of phase rotators, a plurality of synchronous Sum
mers, a plurality of cross correlators, a plurality of magnitude
calculators, and a plurality of N-accumulator arrays, such that
a plurality (P) of frequencybins are searched in parallel. Each
phase rotator, each synchronous Summer, each cross correla
tor, and each magnitude calculator may be capable of pro

60
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cessing signals in a plurality of frequency bins by time shar
ing, respectively. Each frequency bin may be provided with a
respective N-accumulator array.
To accommodate possible frequency drift of the receiver
reference clock while receiving the signal, the stack accumu
lator creates PxM arrays in the software accumulator,
arranges the PxMarrays into a P by M matrix, an array in the
matrix being denoted by A", where k runs from 1 to Mintime
sequence, and frequency bin index n runs from 1 to P. calcu
lates a plurality of frequency trajectories each of which varies
linearly with time according to an expression f(t)=a+bt,
where a is a frequency at the time where the arrays A" are
halfway through the accumulation, and b is the rate of change
of frequency, and stack-accumulates, along each of the plu
rality of frequency trajectories, M arrays A", A',
A'. . . . . A' from the array matrix to form an array B.
where a Superscript nidentifies the frequency bin intercepted
by the frequency trajectory at the time of midpoint of the
accumulation in the corresponding arrays having a Subscript
value k. The stack accumulator cyclically shifts, in all arrays
A" having the same subscript, the accumulated values by a
same amount to compensate for time precession of the
received signal. The correlation peak determiner determines a
largest correlation peak having a largest value among all of
the correlation peaks in the Barrays obtained for the plurality
offrequency trajectories, signal acquisition parameters being
obtained from the frequency trajectory, the enter frequency of
the frequency bin, the trial bit boundary location, the calcu
lated rate of change in the frequency, and the location in the
array B which are associated with the largest correlation peak.
The cross-correlator may include (e1) a first fast-Fourier
transformer for transforming N samples of each compressed
sample block to produce N complex outputs, (e2) a second
fast-Fourier transformer for fast-Fourier transforming N
samples of the one period of reference C/A code, (e3) a
complex-conjugator for obtaining N reference outputs by
calculating complex-conjugate of the fast-Fourier trans
formed N samples of the one period of reference C/A code,
(e4) a pointwise multiplier for pointwise-multiplying the N
complex outputs with the N reference outputs to produce N
complex values, and (e5) an inverse fast-Fourier transformer
for inverse fast-Fourier transforming the N complex values to
generate the N-point correlation function.
The GPS/GNSS receiver circuit may be applied to specific
signals where each navigation data bit spans 20 milliseconds
and one period of C/A code is 1 millisecond. The signal
processing section of the GPS/GNSS receiver may be con
figured such that each Sub-segment is 20-millisecond long
and contains 20xN samples, and each compressed sample
block is 1 millisecond in length. Preferably, the number N is
1024. The number Mofarrays may be 6, and the number R of
correlation magnitude functions may be 1500.
The embodiments of the invention also provide a GPS/
GNSS receiver circuit for high-sensitivity GPS/GNSS signal
acquisition and tracking. The GPS/GNSS receiver circuit
includes a front end section and a signal processing section.
The front end section receives GPS/GNSS signals from sat
ellite and produces a digitized complex baseband signal. The
signal processing section includes (a) an input terminal, (b) a
process controller, (c) a phase rotator, (d) a synchronous
Summer, (e) a cross correlator, (f) a correlator memory, (g) a
data-shift correlator, (h) a magnitude calculator, and () a
maximum value determiner

65

The inputterminal of the signal processing section receives
an M-bit block of the baseband signal (“signal block”) from
the selected subframe of the received signal is received at the
input terminal of the signal processing section. The signal
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block includes M bits of the navigation data. The process
controller includes a frequency bin selector and a bit bound
ary selector. The process controller may further include a rate
change calculator for calculating the rate of change in the
frequency of the received signal based on approximate
receiver location, approximate time, and satellite ephemeris
data obtained from an external source. The frequency bin
selector partitions a range of uncertainty in frequency of the
received signal due to apparent Doppler shift into a plurality
(P) of contiguous frequency bins having a center frequency

10
signal, accurate apparent Doppler shift in the received signal,
and time to within a few milliseconds.

10

fo, and selects a frequency bin to be searched. The bit bound

ary selector partitions a range of uncertainty in location of
navigation data bit boundaries of the received signal to obtain
equally spaced trial bit boundary locations to, and selects a
trial bit boundary location as start time for capturing the
received signal. The phase rotator Doppler-compensates the
captured signal block based on a phase rotation function
calculated from the center frequency of the frequency bin and
the rate of change in the frequency. The synchronous Summer
partitions the signal block into M Successive Sub-blocks, and
synchronously sums the samples within each Sub-block with
a periodicity of one period of C/A code, so as to produce a
compressed sample block having N-samples. Each of the
compressed sample blocks has a length of one period of C/A

15
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The cross-correlator may include (e1) a pointwise multi
plier for pointwise-multiplying N real-value samples of the
one period of the reference C/A code with the N samples of
the compressed sample block to produce N complex values,
(e2) a Summer for Summing the N complex values into a
correlation function value, and (e3) a cyclic shifter for cycli
cally shifting the N real-value samples of the reference C/A
code by one sample for each pointwise multiplication.
The cross-correlator may further include a cyclic pre
shifter for cyclically shifting the N real-value samples of the
one period of reference C/A code as time progresses so as to
compensate for signal time precession due to apparent Dop
pler shift corresponding to the selected frequency bin.
The data-shift correlator may include (g1) a row selector
for selecting one of the rows of the correlation matrix for each
pointwise multiplication, (g2) a segment selector for select
ing a contiguous M-bit sequence from a known B-bit
sequence and shifting the selected contiguous M-bit sequence
by one bit within the known B-bit sequence for each point
wise multiplication, the known B-bit sequence being selected
from a predetermined subframe of navigation data, the known
B-bit sequence containing the entire M-bit sequence therein,
(g3) a pointwise multiplier for pointwise-multiplying the

code. The cross correlator cross-correlates each of the com

selected row of the correlation matrix with the selected con

pressed sample blocks with N cyclic shifts of one period of
reference C/A code for a selected satellite to produce an
N-Value correlation function per compressed sample block so
as to produce M N-value correlation functions for M com
pressed sample blocks. The correlator memory holds an

tiguous M-bit sequence to produce M complex values, and
(g4) a fast-Fourier transformer for performing M-point FFT
on the M complex values to produce M FFT outputs, the
M-FFT outputs being the M data-shift correlation values.
The maximum value determiner may include an acquisi
tion parameter memory coupled with said magnitude calcu
lator. The acquisition parameter memory holds the current
maximum data-shift correlation value and associated param

30

N-by-M correlation matrix, where k" column of the correla
correlation function of the k" compressed sample block.

tion matrix consists of the N complex values of the N-value
The data-shift correlator is coupled to the correlator
memory, and data-shift correlates each row of the correlation
matrix with a selected M-bit sequence of the known B-bit
sequence by shifting the selected M-bit sequence from one
end to the other within the known B-bit sequence so as to
produce M data-shift correlation values for each row/shift
combination. The magnitude calculator calculates the mag
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nitude of each of the M data-shift correlation values and

outputs a current maximum data-shift correlation value. The
maximum value determiner retains the current maximum

data-shift correlation value and associated parameters, and
determines the greatest maximum data-shift correlation value
from among maximum data-shift correlation values output
from the magnitude calculator for all row/shift combinations
and all frequency bin/trial bit boundary location combina
tions So as to obtain final parameters associated with the
greatest maximum data-shift correlation value. The final
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parameters include (i) the center frequency for of the selected

frequency bin, (ii) the selected trial bit boundary location to
(iii) an index I of the greatest maximum data-shift corre
lation value within the M data-shift correlation values per
row/shift combination, (iv) a row index K of the correla
tion matrix producing the maximum FFT value, correspond

55

ing to the K" cyclic shift in the reference C/A code samples,

indicating a location of a code epoch of the received signal,
and (V) an amount of shift J of the selected contiguous
M-bit sequence within the known B-bit sequence, corre
sponding to a location of a start bit of the contiguous M-bit
sequence in the known B-bit sequence.
The process controller may further include a signal acqui
sition parameter determiner for calculating, based on the final
parameters and known GPS time of transmission of the
known B-bit sequence, a C/A code phase of the received

eters, where the current maximum data-shift correlation value

corresponds to the current maximum FFT value. The maxi
mum value determiner updates the current maximum FFT
value and associated parameters in the acquisition parameter
memory by storing the current maximum FFT value and
associated parameters if there is no previous maximum FFT
value retained, and by replacing previous maximum FFT
value and associated parameters with the current maximum
FFT value and associated parameters if the current maximum
FFT value is greater than the previous maximum FFT value
retained. The maximum value determiner obtains the greatest
maximum FFT value and associated parameters after search
ing through all rows of the correlation matrix and all of the
frequency bin/trial bit boundary location combinations so as
to obtain the final parameters associated with the greatest
maximum FFT value.

The GPS/GNSS receiver circuit may be applied to specific
signals where each navigation data bit spans 20 milliseconds
and one period of C/A code is 1 millisecond. The signal
processing section of the GPS/GNSS receiver may be con
figured such that each Sub-block is 20-millisecond long and
contains 20xN samples, and each compressed sample block is
1 millisecond in length. Preferably, the number N is 1024, the
number of bits B is 228, and the number of bits M is 128.
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The embodiments of the invention further provides a GPS/
GNSS receiver circuit for high-sensitivity GPS/GNSS signal
acquisition and bit synchronization after acquisition of GPS/
GNSS signals. The GPS/GNSS receiver includes a front end
section and a signal processing section. The front end section
receives GPS/GNSS signals from satellite and produces a
digitized complex baseband signal of acquired GPS/GNSS
signals. The signal processing section includes (a) an input
terminal, (b) a phase rotator, (c) an offset Sub-block generator,
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(d) a synchronous Summer, (e) a cross correlator, (f) a corr
elator memory, (g) a bit sync correlator, (h) a magnitude
calculator, () an acquisition parameter memory, and (k) a bit
sync correlation peak determiner.
The input terminal receives an M-bit block of the baseband
signal (“signal block”), which includes a known M-bit
sequence of the navigation data, from a predetermined Sub
frame of the acquired signal, using an estimated bit boundary
location obtained in signal acquisition, the estimated bit
boundary corresponding to start time of the known M-bit
sequence. The phase rotator Doppler-compensates the cap
tured signal block. A phase rotation by the phase rotator is
calculated as a function of time based on the center frequency
of an estimated frequency bin, measured residual Doppler,
and a calculated rate of change in the frequency obtained in
the signal acquisition. The offset Sub-block generator parti
tions the signal block into M Successive Sub-blocks using the
estimated bit boundary location and Q-1 offset bit boundary
locations, so as to create Q sets of M Successive Sub-blocks.
The estimated bit boundary and the offset bit boundary loca
tions are apart from each other by one period of C/A code with
the estimated bit boundary as a center. The synchronous Sum
mer synchronously sums the samples within each Sub-block
with a periodicity of one period of C/A code, so as to produce
Q sets of M compressed sample blocks. Each of the com
pressed sample blocks has N-samples and a length of one
period of C/A code. The a cross correlator cross-correlates
each of the compressed sample blocks with one period of
reference C/A code for a selected satellite to produce Q cor
relation values per compressed sample block so as to produce
QxM correlation values for QxM compressed sample blocks.
The correlator memory holds a Q-by-M bit synchronization

correlation matrix, thei" row of the bit synchronization cor
relation matrix consisting of the M complex correlation val
ues obtained from the j" of the Q sets of M compressed

sample blocks.
The bitsync correlator is coupled to the correlator memory.
The bit sync correlator includes (g1) a row selector for select
ing one of the rows of the bit synchronization correlation
matrix for each pointwise multiplication, (g2) a pointwise
multiplier for pointwise-multiplying the selected row of the
bit synchronization correlation matrix with the known M-bit
sequence to produce M complex values, and (g3) a fast
Fourier transformer for performing M-point FFT on the M
complex values to produce M FFT outputs. The magnitude
calculator calculates magnitude of each of the MFFT outputs
to determine a current maximum FFT output value. The
acquisition parameter memory holds the current maximum
FFT output value and associated parameters. The bit sync
correlation peak determiner updates the current maximum
FFT output value and associated parameters by retaining the
current maximum FFT output value and associated param
eters if there is no previous maximum FFT output value
retained, and by replacing previous maximum FFT output
value and associated parameters with the current maximum
FFT output value and associated parameters if the current
maximum FFT output value is greater than the previous maxi
mum FFT output value retained, so as to obtain a greatest
maximum FFT output value and associated parameters after
searching through all rows of the bit synchronization corre
lation matrix, and find a row index K of the correlation
matrix producing the greatest maximum FFT value as an
offset of a nearest bit boundary to the starting time of signal

10

values.
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The cross correlator may further include a cyclic shifter for
cyclically shifting the N real-value samples of the one period
of reference C/A code as time progresses so as to compensate
for signal time precession due to apparent Doppler shift cor
responding to the selected frequency bin.
The GPS/GNSS receiver circuit may be applied to specific
signals where each navigation data bit spans 20 milliseconds
and one period of C/A code is 1 millisecond. The signal
processing section of the GPS/GNSS receiver may be con
figured such that each Sub-block is 20-millisecond long and
contains 20xN samples, and each compressed sample block is
1 millisecond in length. Preferably, the number N is 1024, the
number of bits M is 128, and number Q of sets is 7.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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The present invention is illustrated by way of example, and
not by way of limitation, in the FIG.S of the accompanying
drawings and in which like reference numerals refer to similar
elements and in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram schematically illustrating a
method and corresponding circuitry for Sub-microsecond
35
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time transfer in accordance with one embodiment of the

present invention.
FIG. 2A is a schematic timing diagram illustrating the
received PN code, the generated PN code, and the corre
sponding code epochs in accordance with one embodiment of
the present invention.
FIG. 2B is a schematic diagram illustrating the navigation
data stream and the corresponding bit sync pulses in accor
dance with one embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 3 is a diagram schematically illustrating an example
of the bit synchronizer and corresponding bit synchronization
process, in accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention.

FIG. 4 is a diagram schematically illustrating an example
of the frame and subframe structure of the GPS navigation
50
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data stream.

FIG. 5 is a diagram schematically illustrating an example
of the preamble locator and a corresponding method for locat
ing the preamble, in accordance with one embodiment of the
present invention.
FIG. 6A is a diagram schematically illustrating the navi
gation data stream and the modulo-300 tags.
FIG. 6B is a diagram schematically illustrating the 8-stage
shift register and 300 accumulator operations in accordance
with one embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 6C is a schematic diagram illustrating the accumu
lated values in the 300 accumulators.

FIG. 7 is a block diagram schematically illustrating a
method and the corresponding circuitry for obtaining Sub

capture.

The GPS/GNSS receiver circuit may further includes a
time transfer circuit coupled to said bit sync correlation peak
determiner, for determining time within approximately 3.3

12
microseconds per kilometer of position uncertainty. The time
transfer circuit may be part of the process controller.
The cross correlator may include (e1) a pointwise multi
plier for pointwise-multiplying, for each of the QxM com
pressed sample blocks, N real-value samples of the one
period of the reference C/A code with the N samples of the
compressed sample block to produce N complex values, and
(e2) a Summer for Summing the N complex values into a bit
synchronization correlation value for each of the QxM com
pressed sample blocks, so as to produce QxM correlation

microsecond time, in accordance with another embodiment
65

of the present invention.
FIG. 8 is a diagram schematically illustrating an example
of the target segment locator 80 and the corresponding
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method for detecting the occurrence of a known bit sequence
in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 9 is schematic diagram illustrating a method for
obtaining the receiver's position from two GPS signals, in
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 10 is a block diagram schematically illustrating a
method and corresponding circuitry for high-sensitivity GPS/
GNSS signal acquisition in a GPS/GNSS receiver in accor
dance with one embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 11 is a process flow diagram schematically illustrat
ing a method for high-sensitivity GPS/GNSS signal acquisi
tion in accordance with this embodiment of the present inven
tion.
FIG. 12 is a diagram schematically and conceptually illus
trating an example of the synchronous Summation for 20
milliseconds with aligned bit boundaries without noise, in
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 13 is a diagram schematically and conceptually illus
trating the 1024-point correlation operation to generate cor

5

severe attenuation, such as those received indoors or in urban
10

15

relation functions in accordance with one embodiment of the

present invention.
FIGS. 14A-14C are diagrams explaining noncoherent
Summation and signal precession across the arrays stack
accumulating correlation magnitudes.
FIG. 15 is a diagram schematically illustrating the preces
sion compensation by performing circular shifts on the arrays
stack-accumulating correlation magnitudes, in accordance
with one embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 16A is a block diagram schematically illustrating a
signal processing section that processes a plurality of Doppler
frequency bins in parallel, in accordance with one embodi
ment of the present invention.
FIG. 16B is a diagram schematically illustrating a method
for searching in frequency, which accommodates TCXO fre
quency drift, in accordance with one embodiment of the
present invention.
FIG. 17 is a diagram schematically illustrating a method
and corresponding circuitry for high-sensitivity acquisition
and tracking of weak GPS/GNSS signals in a GPS/GNSS
receiver, in accordance with one embodiment of the present
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS
OF THE INVENTION

The present invention will now be described in detail with
reference to a few preferred embodiments thereof as illus
trated in the accompanying drawings. In the following
description, numerous specific details are set forth in order to
provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. It
will be apparent, however, to one skilled in the art, that the

Time of Week (TOW), in the navigation message is available
from an external Source. Such as the internet oran asymmetric
data subscriber link (ADSL); (4) Once initiated, the time
transfer is continuously available, but relatively long time
intervals are permitted for its initiation. Intervals on the order
of 10 minutes to tens of hours might be acceptable for this
purpose. In addition, the GPS receiver and its time transfer
hardware/software should be low-cost. Also, low power con
Sumption is not necessary.
Embodiment 1
and Sub-Microsecond Time Transfer

45

FIG. 19 is a diagram schematically and conceptually illus
trating the N-point correlation process to produce a correla
tion matrix in accordance with one embodiment of the present
FIG. 20 is a process flow diagram schematically illustrat
ing a method forbitsynchronization after acquisition of GPS/
GNSS signals, in accordance with one embodiment of the
present invention.
FIG. 21 is a diagram schematically and conceptually illus
trating the correlation operation for bit synchronization in
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.

-160 to -170 dBm can be used. Once time transfer has been

initiated, it can be maintained using only one GPS/GNSS
satellite at any given moment, and handovers from one satel
lite to another are made possible. Methods will also be
described for maintaining time accuracy when all satellite
signals drop below the tracking threshold.
For concreteness, the embodiments of the present inven
tion are described using L. C/A (Coarse Acquisition)-coded
GPS signals. However, it is well understood by those of
ordinary skill in the art that the present invention is not limited
to the use of specific GPS signal, but can be applied to other
GNSS signals as well. Similarly, a GPS receiver in the fol
lowing description may be a GNSS receiver.
In the description, it is assumed that the following condi
tions are satisfied: (1) the GPS receiver is stationary; (2) The
position of the GPS receiver is established by any of various
methods; (3) Data such as satellite ephemeris data, satellite

Accurate Tracking of Previously-Acquired Satellite

invention.

invention.

canyons. Depending on several factors, signals as weak as

clock correction data, almanac data, and other data, Such as

invention.

FIGS. 18A and 18B schematically illustrate a process flow
of a method for high-sensitivity GPS/GNSS signal acquisi
tion and tracking of weak GPS/GNSS signals in a GPS/GNSS
receiver, in accordance with this embodiment of the present

14
present invention may be practiced without some or all of
these specific details. In other instances, well known process
steps and/or structures have not been described in detail in
order to not unnecessarily obscure the present invention.
The present invention provides a new method and appara
tus which permit acquisition, tracking, and Sub-microsecond
time transfer using very weak GPS/GNSS signals suffering
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FIG. 1 is a block diagram schematically illustrating a
method and corresponding circuitry 100 for accurate tracking
of a previously-acquired satellite and Sub-microsecond time
transfer using a known receiver position, in accordance with
one embodiment of the present invention. If more satellite
signals are available, all elements in the figure are replicated
for each satellite tracked. FIG. 1 only shows part of a GPS
receiver which is able to track a satellite and obtain very
accurate time, i.e., Sub-microsecond time from a very weak
GPS signal. It is assumed that the position of the receiver is
known within approximately 100 meters for sub-microsec
ond accuracy, and that a satellite signal has already been
acquired and code and carrier frequency tracking have been
initiated. That is, as shown in FIG. 1, the input signal to the
circuitry 100 is a digitized baseband signal 10 which is
received by a radio frequency (RF) front end portion (not
shown) of the GPS receiver and has been converted into the
baseband frequency.
In this embodiment, the signal acquisition may be per
formed using any conventional processes well known to those
of ordinary skill in the art. It should be noted that the digitized
baseband signal 10 is a complex signal and may be expressed
as I-Q (I: real or cosine component, Q: imaginary or sine
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component). The signal processing is thus carried out in two
channels, although figures do not explicitly show two chan
nels for simplicity.
Frequency-Locked Loop
In order to track very weak signals, carrier tracking is
accomplished by means of a frequency-locked loop (FLL)
with very narrow bandwidth (on the order of 0.01 Hz), which
is much narrower than conventional FLL for GPS signals. It
should be noted that traditional Costas phase-locked loops
(PLLs) are not suitable for tracking very weak signals (below
about -151 dBm), because they suffer too much SNR loss due
to the signal squaring that is necessary to eliminate data-bit
caused noncoherence. It might be thought that the SNR loss
could be regained by using an extremely small PLL loop
bandwidth (perhaps as small as 0.01 Hz). However, at such
small loop bandwidths, the PLL can have difficulty tracking
the signal phase instability after frequency conversion to
baseband. The phase instability is caused by the phase insta
bility of the typical low-cost receiver temperature-compen
sated crystal reference oscillator (TCXO) that serves as a
frequency reference in the receiver.
Referring to FIG. 1, the complex (I-Q) digitized baseband
GPS signal 10 is Doppler compensated by a phase rotator 12
which is controlled by the FLL 14 to drive the signal fre
quency nominally to Zero frequency at the phase rotator out
put 16. The FLL 14 includes a frequency discriminator 18, an
FLL loop lowpass filter 20, and a numerically-controlled
oscillator (NCO) 22. The input signal 24 to the frequency
discriminator 18 consists of the complex outputs (I+jQ) of
1-millisecond signal correlations (correlator) 28, which is to
be described below in more detail. The frequency discrimi
nator 18 is designed to minimize the effect of polarity transi
tions in the received 50 bit/sec navigation data so that it will
pull in even when the timing of the data bit boundaries is
unknown.

Because the receiver is stationary, is at a known location
(approximate location), and ephemeris data is available, a
known Doppler rate correction 26 is applied to the phase
rotator 12 via the NCO 22 as shown in FIG. 1. The Doppler
rate correction may be no greater than 1 HZ/sec, and is not
sensitive to moderate errors in the known receiver position.
This removes essentially all frequency change on the signal
due to satellite motion and enhances the operation of the FLL
14 which detects and removes the residual Doppler error by
controlling the NCO 22 via the FLL loop filter 20.
Simulations show that the FLL can track a signal as weak
as -165 dBm with a maximum frequency tracking error of
about +10 Hz, and a pull-in time constant on the order of
several minutes. This high level of performance is made pos
sible by the stationary position of the receiver and the Doppler
rate correction of the NCO 22, both of which keep the signal
frequency essentially constant, except for TCXO drift. The
frequency tracking error is Small enough to permit proper
operation of the time extraction to be described later.
Code Tracking Delay-Locked Loop (DLL)
FIG. 1 also shows a code tracking delay-lock loop (DLL)
30 which includes a code tracking discriminator 32, a DLL
lowpass loop filter 34, and a code generator 36 which pro
duces a locally generated replica 38 of the received C/A-PN
(Pseudorandom Noise) code. The code tracking discrimina
tor (correlator)32 correlates the generated PN code 38 and the
received PN code (in the Doppler compensated baseband
signal 16) and outputs a code phase error signal 33 if the
generated PN code 38 and the received PN code 16 are not
aligned. The DLL loop filter 34 removes noise in the code
phase error signal 33 and applies the signal as a code phase
control signal 35 to the code generator 36. The code generator
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36 outputs the generated PN code 38thus aligned. That is, the
DLL 30 controls the code generator 36 to keep the replica PN
code 38 time-aligned with the received PN code 16 appearing
at the output of the phase rotator 12. The code generator 36
also outputs a code epoch signal (timing signal) 39 at each
epoch of the locally generated PN code 38, where an epoch
occurs every millisecond.
During a normal operation when Sub-microsecond time is
available, the sensitivity of the DLL tracking loop 30 can be
significantly enhanced because the receiver's known loca
tion, the ephemeris data, and accurate knowledge of time
permit the Doppler trajectory of the satellite to be predicted
very accurately. It is expected that the DLL 30 will be able to
track signals as low as -170 dBm using a very narrow loop
bandwidth (about 0.01 Hz or less).
Millisecond Correlations
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As shown in FIG. 1, the 1-msec correlations (correlator) 28
cross-correlates the signal 16 (received PN code) at the phase
rotator output with the PN code 38 coming from the code
generator 36 to produce a continuing sequence of complex
valued (I+Q) 1-millisecond correlation outputs (complex
correlation values) 24. The output of each correlation and the
beginning of the next correlation occur at each epoch of the
locally generated code, where an epoch occurs every milli
second. That is, controlled by the code epoch signal (timing
signal)39, the 1-msec correlator 28 cross-correlates the base
band signal 16 and the generated PN code 38 for each code
period (i.e., 1 millisecond or 1023 chips) and outputs the
complex correlation value at each code epoch. The sequence
of the complex correlation values (I-jQ) forms a data stream
representing the navigation message.
Because the DLL 30 keeps the locally generated PN code
38 aligned with the received PN code 16, the output of each
correlation is near the peak of the correlation function,
thereby giving enough processing gain to enable the ensuing
FLL, bit synchronization, and time transfer operations. FIG.
2A schematically illustrates the received PN code, the aligned
generated PN code, and the corresponding code epochs.
Bit Synchronization
As is well known to those of ordinary skill in the art, the
50-bps (bit per second) data stream of the GPS signal conveys
the navigation message. The 50-bps data bit boundaries
always occurat an epoch of the PN code. The PN code epochs
mark the beginning of each period (1 millisecond, 1023
chips) of the PN code, and there are precisely 20 code epochs
per data bit (20 milliseconds, 20,460 chips). In order to oper
ate at extremely low signal levels where phase cannot be
reliably tracked, a long-term partially coherent method of bit
synchronization is performed at a bit synchronizer 40. The bit
synchronizer 40 locates bit boundaries in the GPS data stream
and generates numbered (tagged) bit sync pulses at the bit
boundaries in accordance with one embodiment of the
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present invention.
FIG. 3 schematically illustrates an example of the bit syn
chronizer 40 and corresponding bit synchronization process,
in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.
As shown in FIG. 3, the bit synchronizer 40 includes a
20-stage complex shift register 50, an adder 52, and 20 accu
mulators 56. The complex (I-jQ) correlation values 24 output
from the 1-millisecond correlator 28 (shown in FIG. 1) enter
the 20-stage shift register 50 at each occurrence of an epoch of
the locally generated PN code 38, so that the shift rate is
nominally 1000 shifts/second. The epochs provided by the
code epoch signal 39 also continuously drive a modulo-20
counter (not shown), which tags each epoch with a modulo
20 number (0-19), as shown in FIG. 2A. Referring back to
FIG.3, for each shift the complex correlation values in the 20
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stages of the shift register 50 are summed by the adder 52, and
the magnitude of the sum is taken by the magnitude calculator
54. The magnitude value 55 of the sum is placed into one of
the 20 accumulators 56, where the specific accumulator 57n
(0sns19) has the same index n as the modulo-20 tag of the
latest PN code epoch.
The magnitude values 55 summed into the accumulators 56
will tend to be largest when a full bit of the signal data resides
in the shift register 50, since the bit values (correlation values)
remain the nearly the same (except for noise) within the same
bit. This condition, which is repeated every 20 milliseconds,
always occurs at the same modulo-20 tag of the PN code
epochs. At other epochs, data bit polarity transitions will
frequently appear within the shift register 50, tending to
reduce the magnitude values 55. Thus, after a sufficiently long
time (repeating the accumulating process), the index n of the
accumulator containing the largest accumulated value 57n
will be the modulo-20 tag n of the code epochs where the data
bit transitions occur (i.e. the bit boundary). The bit sync pulse
generator 58 of the bit synchronizer 40 can now produce a bit
sync pulse 44 each time these specific code epochs occur.
Data bits end and start at the bit sync pulse 44. FIG. 2B
schematically illustrates an example of the navigation data
stream and corresponding bit sync pulses. The bit synchro
nizer 40 may also include a controller (not shown) which
determines one of the accumulators 56 containing the largest
accumulated value and identifies the specific code epoch
associated with that accumulator as the bit boundary of the
data stream. The controller may be part of the bit sync pulse
generator 58.
Simulations show that this method of bit sync is very
reliable at -160 dBm when allowed to run for 1 minute, at
-168 dBm when run for 10 minutes, and at -170 dBm when
run for 30 minutes, even when the FLL frequency tracking
error is as great as +10 Hz.
Obtaining Signal Transmission Time
The key to obtaining sub-microsecond time is the ability to
determine the Space Vehicle (SV) time at which any given
point on the received signal was transmitted. The transmis
sion times of certain parts of the signal are known a-priori, but
initially the reception time has ambiguity which can be
resolved by various methods to be described. If the occur
rence of those parts of the signal can be detected and ambi
guity removed, it is then possible to determine the SV time
when any part of the signal was transmitted. Clock correction
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12.5 minutes. Except for occasional updating, subframes #1,
#2, and #3 are mostly constant (i.e., repeat) with each frame at
the 30 second frame repetition rate. On the other hand, sub
frames #4 and #5 are each subcommutated 25 times. The 25
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Thus, the transmission time of the first bit modulo 6 seconds
15

culator 68, a maximum value selector 70, and a bank of three

hundred (300) accumulators 72. The weight multiplier 64, the
optional 8-point fast Fourier transformer (FFT) 66, the mag
nitude calculator 68, and the maximum value selector 70 may
together be referred to as a weighted multiplexer. As shown in
FIG. 5, the complex correlation values 42 output from the

30

millisecond correlations 28 of FIG. 1 are accumulated in the
20 millisecond accumulator 61.

Assuming that the bit synchronization has been estab
lished, as discussed above, each 20 millisecond accumulation
35
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Detecting Occurrence of the Subframe Preamble
FIG. 4 schematically illustrates the frame and subframe
structure of the GPS navigation data stream. A complete
navigation data message consists of 25 frames, each contain
ing 1500 bits transmitted at a 50 bit/sec rate. Each frame is
subdivided into five 300-bit subframes (#1 through #5 in FIG.
4), each subframe consisting of 10 words of 30-bits each, with
the most significant bit (MSB) transmitted first. Thus, at the
50 bits/sec rate, it takes 6 seconds to transmit a subframe, and

30 seconds to complete one frame. Transmission of the com
plete 25-frame navigation message requires 750 seconds, or

can be established if the occurrence of the preamble can be
detected within the navigation data bit stream.
The occurrence of the preamble is detected by a preamble
locator 60 (shown in FIG. 1). FIG. 5 schematically illustrates
an example of the preamble locator 60 and the corresponding
method for locating the preamble, in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention. The preamble locator
includes a 20 millisecond accumulator 61, an 8-stage com
plex shift register 62, a weight multiplier 64, an optional
8-point fast Fourier transformer (FFT) 66, a magnitude cal
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data from an external source can then convert the SV time to

very accurate GPS time. As is well known to those of ordinary
skill in the art, time defined by the clocks in the satellite is
commonly referred to as SV time, and the time after correc
tions have been applied is referred to as GPS time. Thus, even
though individual satellites may not have perfectly synchro
nized SV times, they share a common GPS time.
Example 1

versions of subframes #4 and #5 are referred to as pages 1-25.
Hence, except for occasional updating, each of these pages
repeats every 750 seconds, or 12.5 minutes.
The first 8 bits of each subframe is a fixed 8-bit sequence (1
000 1 0 1 1) called the preamble, which can be used to locate
the beginning of each subframe. The SV transmission time of
the first bit in each preamble is a known time, except for a
6-second ambiguity if the subframe number is not known.
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represents the Sum of the complex values within the same data
bit, which corresponds to the complex value representing bit
1 or 0. The 20-millisecond accumulations (i.e., corresponding
to complex bit values) are passed through the 8-stage shift
register 62 at the timing of the bit sync pulse 44. That is, each
occurrence of the bit sync pulse 44 dumps the 20-millisecond
accumulation into the shift register 62 and simultaneously
resets and restarts the accumulation process at the 20 milli
second accumulator 61. Thus, the contents of the shift register
62 are shifted every 20 milliseconds, i.e., bit by bit. The bit
sync pulses 44 also drive a modulo-300 counter (not shown),
which tags each bit sync pulse with a modulo-300 number
(0-299) as shown in FIG. 6A. Each complex bit value is also
identified by the corresponding modulo-300 tag of the bit
sync pulse 44 at which the complex bit value is shifted into the
shift register 62 from the 20-millisecond accumulator 61. The
8-stage shift register 62 holds complex bit values correspond
ing to 8 data bits, serving as an 8-bit window for searching the
known bit sequence of the preamble. As shown in FIG. 5, for
example, at the time when the bit sync pulse 44 has a modulo
300 tag m, the shift register 62 holds complex bit values
corresponding to the modulo-300 tags from m-7 to m.
The output taps (complex values) of the 8-stage shift reg
ister 62 are weighted by the known preamble bit sequence
(with a weight of -1 replacing the binary 0) at the weight
multiplier 64, as shown in FIG. 5. It should be noted that,
when the data bit value changes, a complex vector represent
ing the bit value flips in the complex plane. Thus, when the
preamble fully occupies the shift register 62, the weighting by
the known bit sequence of 1 and -1 (except noise) make all of
the vectors for 8bits identical (except for noise). If there is no
Doppler error, the weighted complex values (i.e., aligned
vectors) may be simply Summed (operation of the 8-point
FTT may be inhibited), and the magnitude of the sum tends to
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be largest when the 8-stage shift register 62 contains the
preamble. However, the FLL 14 (shown in FIG. 1) may not
perfectly compensate the Doppler effects, and Doppler com
pensation at the phase rotator 12 may not be perfect due to
noise, so the complex vector may still be slowly rotating.
Accordingly, as shown in FIG. 5, immediately after each
shift, an 8-point FFT (66) is performed on the weighted
outputs, the magnitudes of the 8-point FFT outputs are com
puted (68), and the maximum value of the magnitudes of the
8-point FFT outputs is selected (70). The maximum value is
placed into one of the 300 accumulators 72. The specific
accumulator 72m has the same index m as the modulo-300 tag
of the latest bit sync pulse (Osms299), as shown in FIG. 5.
FIG. 6B schematically illustrates an example of the opera
tion of placing the magnitude of the weighted Sum (the maximum value thereofafter the 8-point FFT) of eight complex bit
values to the accumulators. In FIG. 6B, A, B, C ... represent
complex bit values (i.e., the 20-millisecond accumulation
corresponding to bit 1 or 0) held in the shift register. In this
example, as shown in FIGS. 2C and 2D, the shift register
contains the full preamble at the sync pulse with the modulo
300 tag m, where the complex bit value B having the modulo
300 tag m-7 corresponds to the first (start) bit of the pre
amble. This process may be repeated a number of times in

20
seconds or 2.5 minutes of data), and at -170 dBm by observ
ing 25 frames (750 seconds or 12.5 minutes of data).
The requirement of 300 accumulators 72 to locate the
preamble can be mitigated in various ways. One method is to
5 search smaller portions of the 300 bit subframe period, one
portion at a time. For example, if each portion contains 50
bits, the same 50 bit positions of each subframe could be
searched using 50 accumulators, and the maximum accumu
lator value retained. This process would be repeated 6 times to
10 cover the full 300-bit subframe period, after which the maxi
mum of the 6 maxima would locate the preamble. Of course,
this would increase the search time by a factor of 6.
Another method could be used if approximate time is avail
able from an outside source. For example, if time is known to
15 within +0.5 seconds, only about 50 bits of data need to be
searched every 6 seconds, and only 50 accumulators would be
required. Both methods could be used to further reduce the
number of accumulators. For example, the 50 bits of data
could be divided into 5 portions of 10 bits each, reducing the
20 number of accumulators to 10.
Example 2

order to average out the noise.
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Detecting the Occurrence of a Larger Segments of
Bits

When the preamble fully occupies the shift register 62
(which happens every 300 bits of the navigation message), the
FIG. 7 schematically illustrates an alternative way of
maximum magnitude of the 8-point FFT outputs tends to be obtaining signal transmission time, in accordance with
largest, and over time the corresponding accumulator 72m another embodiment of the present invention, which detects
(FIG. 5) will build up a value larger than that of the other 30 the occurrence of larger segments of data bits in the naviga
accumulators. Thus, after a sufficiently longtime, the index m tion message. In FIG. 7, the like elements bear the like refer
of the accumulator 72 containing the largest accumulated ence numerals as those in FIG. 1. As shown in FIG. 7, the
value will be the modulo-300 tag m of the bit sync pulses 44 circuitry 120 includes a target segment locator 80 in place of
at which times the preamble becomes fully within the shift the preamble locator 60 in FIG. 1. Since it is assumed that
register 62, as shown in FIG. 6C.
35 satellite ephemeris data, satellite clock correction data, alma
The preamble locator 60 also includes a controller 74 to nac data, and perhaps other data, Such as Time of Week
determine a specific accumulator 72m of the bank of the 300 (TOW), in the navigation message is available from an exter
accumulators which contains the largest value, and to identify nal source, this information can be used to determine the bit
the bit sync pulse having the index m-7 as the location of the sequences that are used to transmit it. Since the position of
first bit of the preamble. The controller 74 may include a 40 these known bit sequences relative to the start of a frame is
transmission time determiner (not shown) for determining known, the occurrence of the first bit at the start of a frame can
transmission time of the target segment with a certain time also be determined from the detected known bit sequence.
ambiguity, based on the bit location of the target segment and Since the transmission time of the start-of-frame bit is known
known transmission time of a particular bit (i.e., the first bit of with an ambiguity of 30 seconds (the length of a frame), the
the subframe) in the navigation message. In this way the 45 ambiguity can easily be removed by independent knowledge
transmission time of the first bit of the preamble, which is also of time to within +15 seconds.
FIG. 8 schematically illustrates an example of the target
the first bit in the subframe, can be determined with a 6-sec
ond ambiguity.
segment locator 80 and the corresponding method for detect
If the FLL 14 could maintain a zero frequency error, as ing the occurrence of known bit sequence in accordance with
mentioned above, the 8-point FFT 66 would not be necessary, 50 one embodiment of the present invention. For concreteness, it
because the maximum magnitude of the 8-point FFT outputs is assumed that a 128-bit sequence with known position rela
would tend to occur in the Zero-frequency FFT output bin (the tive to the start of the frame has been determined from exter
output of this frequency bin is just the sum of the weighted nally Supplied navigation data. A certain number of data bits
outputs of the shift register taps). However, because noise having a known sequence at a known position within a frame
causes a nonzero frequency error in the FLL tracking by the 55 is referred to as a target segment. Thus, the preamble in the
FLL 14, there can be a signal loss due to reduced coherence in previous embodiment may also be a target segment. In this
Summing the weighted outputs. The FFT regains the coher example, the target segment is a 128-bit sequence of the
ence by neutralizing the frequency error informing one of its ephemeris data. The number of bits assumed is not limiting
outputs.
but illustrative, and a smaller or larger number can be used.
Since the preamble contains only 8 bits, there is the possi- 60 However, in this example, a relatively large number has been
bility that the same sequence of bits will appear in other parts chosen to illustrate the large processing gain that can be
of the navigation message. However, it is very unlikely this achieved. As shown in FIG. 8, the target segment locator 80
will happen at the same spot in every subframe. Since the includes a 20 millisecond accumulator 81, a 128-stage com
preamble appears in every Subframe, its occurrence will be plex shift register 82, a weight multiplier 84, an optional
dominant.
65 128-point fast Fourier transformer (FFT) 86, and a magnitude
Computer simulations show that the preamble can be reli calculator 88. The weight multiplier84, the optional 128
ably detected at -160 dBm by observing only 5 frames (150 point fast Fourier transformer (FFT) 86, and the magnitude
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calculator 88 may together be referred to as a weighted mul
tiplexer. The target segment locater 80 also includes a con
troller 90 having a maximum value comparer.
The complex outputs 24 of the 1-millisecond correlations
28 (shown in FIG. 7) are accumulated in the 20 millisecond
accumulator 81, and the outputs of the millisecond accumu
lator 81, which occur every 20 milliseconds, are passed
through the 128-stage shift register 82. Each occurrence of
the bit sync pulse 44 dumps the 20-millisecond accumulation
into the shift register 82, and simultaneously resets and
restarts the accumulation process in the 20 millisecond accu
mulator 81, in a similar manner as the previous example
shown in FIG. 5. Thus, the contents of the shift register 82 are
shifted every 20 milliseconds. The bit sync pulses 44 also
drive a modulo-1500 counter (not shown), which tags each bit
sync pulse 44 with a modulo-1500 number (0-1499).
The output taps of the 128-stage shift register 82 are
weighted by the known bit sequence from the externally
Supplied navigation data at the weight multiplexer 84. Simi
larly to the previous example, data bit 0 is replaced with -1 in
the weighting. Immediately after each shift, a 128-point FFT
86 is performed on the weighted outputs, and the magnitude
of each of the 128 FFT outputs is computed (88). The maxi
mum magnitude of the 128 FFT outputs is compared with a
predetermined threshold Tat the maximum value comparer in
the controller 90. Since the target segment has a sufficiently
large number of bits in a particular sequence (which tends to
be random or non-repetitive), the wholly contained segment
in the 128-stage shift register 82 would produce a signifi
cantly greater value than any other cases. Thus, the threshold
T may be set, for example, based on the data length of the
target segment and expected noise level.
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of the first 17 bits of the second 30-bit word in each subframe.

If approximate time is known to +3 seconds, the 17-bit pattern
can be determined and its occurrence detected. The result is
25

30

frames is also now known, and the transmission times of these

first bits are known with a 30 second ambiguity. In this way,
the controller 90 identifies, if the maximum value (the
weighted sum) exceeds the predetermined threshold T, the bit
location of the target segment from the recorded bit sync
pulse.
The specific target sequence only occurs once in every
frame (i.e., in every 30 seconds), while the preamble in the
previous example occurs once in every subframe (i.e., in
every 6 seconds). Thus, if the approximate time is known
within 30 seconds (+15 seconds) from an external source, the
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1. Resolution of Time Ambiguity
The time ambiguity is resolved using knowledge of
approximate time at the receiver, which can come from vari
OUIS SOUCS.
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accurate transmission time can be determined. In addition, as

Soon as the maximum magnitude exceeds the threshold T, the
target segment location can be declared, without searching
through the remaining frame.
This method is very reliable because of the large process
ing gain (about 21 dB) inherent in the cross-correlation of the
known bit sequence with the signal, since a relatively large
number of bits (compared to 8 bits of the preamble) are
summed. Furthermore, the probability is very small that the
same bit sequence will appear in other places within the
frame. Additionally, no accumulator banks are required, Sub
stantially reducing cost of the receiver.
The 128-point FFT 86 serves the same purpose as the
8-point FFT 66 used to locate the preamble, as described
previously. However, because of the large processing gain,
the 128-point FFT 86 can serve another valuable purpose.
When the threshold T is exceeded, the frequency binat which

unambiguous transmission time at any point on the received
signal.
Time Ambiguity Resolution and Correction for Signal Propa
gation Time
As shown in FIGS. 1 and 6, the final step in obtaining
Sub-microsecond local time is resolution of the remaining
time ambiguity and correcting for signal propagation delay
which are performed by a propagation delay correction and a
time ambiguity resolution section of the local time determi
nation circuit 102.

If the threshold T is exceeded, it is determined that the

known bit sequence of the target segment (ephemeris data in
this example) is wholly contained in the shift register 82, and
the modulo-1500 tag of the latest bit sync pulse 44 is
recorded. Since the location of the known bit sequence rela
tive to the first bit of the frame is known, the modulo-1500 tag
of the bit sync pulses at the beginning of the first bit of the
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this occurs provides a very accurate indication of the FLL
frequency error, because the frequency resolution of the 128
point FFT is 1/(128x0.02)=0.39 Hz. This error can be sent as
a high accuracy frequency error signal 98 to the NCO 22 at
30-second intervals, as shown in FIG. 6, to substantially
enhance the operation of the FLL 14, in fact, enabling track
ing of the signal at -170 dBm. Thus, the controller 90 may
also include a frequency error signal generator to output the
high accuracy frequency error signal 98.
Satellite clock correction data present in subframe #1,
which also occurs once in every frame, can be used in the
same way as ephemeris data, again resulting in determination
of transmission time with a 30 second ambiguity.
If the known bit sequence is from the almanac, the time
ambiguity can be increased to 12.5 minutes, because the
known bit sequence will occur only in one of the 25 frames
constituting the complete navigation message. However, it
may take up to 12.5 minutes to detect the sequence.
Another bit sequence that can be known is the Time of
Week (TOW) in the navigation message. The TOW consists
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For Example 1 of obtaining transmission time (by detect
ing the preamble), approximate time must be within t3 sec
onds, and for Example 2 (by detecting a target segment from
the externally supplied navigation data), it must be within +15
seconds, which is easier to accomplish, when the target seg
ment occurs once in every frame. If Example 2 uses a known
bit sequence from the almanac, approximate time only needs
to be known within t6.25 minutes. These accuracies, espe
cially the latter, are within the range of a low-cost clock, Such
as that found in quartz-controlled wristwatches that have been
initially set with Sufficient accuracy and maintained for peri
ods of days or weeks (these clocks can also be calibrated for
rate of error to permit the required accuracy over much longer
periods). Approximate time to t3 seconds might also be
obtained via ADSL, or possibly over cellular telephone net
works. The +6.25 minute accuracy and perhaps the +15 sec
ond accuracy can be obtained via the Internet. Another source
of approximate time is the reception of atomically regulated
low-frequency radio signals from stations such as WWVB in
the United States or its counterparts in Japan and Europe. The
time accuracy available from these sources is generally
within the 0.01-0.1 second range if no attempt is made to
correct for propagation delay.
Approximate time can also be established by tracking only
two satellites if the receiverposition is known, ephemeris data
is available, and altitude as a function of latitude and longi
tude is known (for example, from a map database). The infor
mation of the receiver position (latitude, longitude, and alti
tude) and the ephemeris data may be automatically or
manually obtained from the Internet, by connecting the
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accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.
The steps of this method, assuming that 2 satellites are being
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receiver to the Internet via wireless or wired network, or other

communication links. The position information may also be
obtained using the GPS receiver itself. For example, if the
receiver is in a house or building (“indoor) and thus is receiv
ing a very weak GPS signal, the receiver may be moved
outside or to a nearby location with good signal reception
(within an acceptable position accuracy, for example, 100
meters) so as to record the current receiver position. As long
as the receiver remains within a range of acceptable position
accuracy, the transfer time detection and the time ambiguity
resolution can be performed in the same manner.
The method of the time ambiguity resolution is similar to
the method of obtaining time from 5 or more satellites when
the receiverposition is not initially known and the signals are
too weak to recover navigation data, as described in Magellan
Systems Japan, Inc. patent application Ser. No. 1 1/103,499.
filed in the United States Patent and Trademark Office by
Applicant on Apr. 12, 2005, now U.S. Pat. No. 7,362,265,
issued Apr. 22, 2008. The method is based on the fact that with
a known receiver position, the modulo-20 millisecond differ
ence in transmission times of the two simultaneously
observed signals is a known function of approximate time.
Approximate time can be calculated by evaluating the inverse
of this known function at the measured modulo-20 millisec

ond difference in transmission times. Expected accuracies
will generally be within several seconds.
2. Correction for Propagation Delay
Although the above Examples 1 or 2, followed by time
ambiguity resolution, can determine the unambiguous GPS
transmission time of any point on the observed received sig
nal with Sub-microsecond accuracy, time at the receiver is the
Sum of the transmission time and the propagation time from
the satellite to the receiver. The propagation time is easily
calculated, since the position of the satellite at the transmis
sion time is accurately known, and also the receiver position

tracked, are as follows:
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of the two satellites.
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TCXO reference oscillator in the receiver.

Total Loss of GPS Signals
If all GPS signals are lost, maintenance of local time accu
racy will depend on the stability of the receiver's reference
oscillator (usually a low-cost TCXO), unless an external
Source of timing information is available. During normal
operation, the long term TCXO frequency drift can be very
precisely calibrated, even using just one satellite, because the
receiver knows time very accurately. The length of time the
develops is equal to the reciprocal of the calibration accuracy
in parts per million (ppm). For example, if the TCXO has been
calibrated to within 0.01 ppm, it can run autonomously for
about 1/0.01=100 seconds before developing a +1-microsec
ond error.

50

Another strategy for handling total signal losses is to use
low-frequency atomically-controlled radio signals if they are
available. For example, the 60 kHz signal from WWVB in
Fort Collins, Colo. is transmitted with a stability of 1 part in

55

can maintain Sub-microsecond time indefinitely once the
clock has been set during normal operation when GPS signals
are available. However, performance depends on the stability
of the WWVB signal propagation paths.
The extreme sensitivity of the tracking methods described
above, especially when the FLL error signal is derived as in
Example 2, might well make total GPS signal dropouts quite
rare in most applications.

10'’. A clock phase-locked to this received signal probably

coordinates must somehow be entered into the GPS receiver.

Yet another method is the use of positioning technology for
cellular telephones if its positioning accuracy is Sufficient.
A fourth method of establishing the receiver's position
with as few as 2 satellites can be used if enough time is
available (perhaps an hour or more) and altitude as a function
of latitude and longitude is available, in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention. For example, due to
buildings or other structures, only 2 satellite signals may be
available. FIG. 8 schematically illustrates the method for
obtaining the receiver's position from two GPS signals, in

The accuracy of this method depends on the satellite-re
ceiver geometry. Dilution of Precision (DOP) calculations
can be used to assess the positioning accuracy. Time for signal
acquisition can be reduced by using low frequency atomi
cally-controlled radio signals such as the 60 kHZ signal from
WWVB in Fort Collins, Colo., to accurately calibrate the

TCXO can “free-wheel' until a 1-microsecond time error
45

100 meters, as mentioned above. Another method is to locate

the receiver coordinates on a map provided by internet Ser
vices such as Google Earth. If this method is used, the receiver

3. Computing the difference in the two transmission times
(AT-T). This difference A, together with the knowl
edge of altitude as a function of latitude and longitude, defines
a line of position (LOP) P(A) on the surface of the earth
along which this time difference would be observed.
4. After a Sufficiently long time (perhaps an hour or more),
repeating steps 1 through 3 (the same two satellites at differ
ent positions P and P. or a different pair of satellites may
be used). The result is a second LOPP (A) on the surface
of the earth, where AT-TT and T are the two GPS
transmission times of the two satellites in a different geom
etry after a certain time period, or of a different pair of two
satellites that gives a different geometry. The second pair may
include one satellite from the first pair.
5. Obtaining the receiver position at the intersection P, of the
two LOPS.

is assumed to be known. This enables the calculation of the

satellite-to-receiver distance, which when divided by the
speed of light, gives the signal propagation time. The accu
racy in establishing local time depends on how accurately the
position of the receiver is known (see next section).
Methods of Initially Establishing the Initial Receiver Position
The accuracy of the time transfer will depend on how
accurately the position of the receiver is known. For sub
microsecond accuracy, the position uncertainty is preferably
less than approximately 100 meters. For +10 microsecond
accuracy, a position uncertainty less than approximately 1000
meters is acceptable.
The receiver's fixed position can be obtained in various
ways. One method is to use assisted indoor positioning tech
nology Such as that recently developed by Magellan Systems
Japan, Inc., with a typical positioning accuracy of less than

1. Observing the two GPS signals from the two satellites 122
(A) and 124 (B) simultaneously, which defines a point on
each signal structure, and obtain the two GPS transmission
times T and T of the respective points using a technique
Such as Example 1 or Example 2 described above, including
resolution of time ambiguity.
2. Using the two GPS transmission times T and T and the
ephemeris data to accurately locate the positions P and P.
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Satellite-to-Satellite Handovers

Because the GPS satellites rise and set, the receiver must be
65

able to seamlessly transfer its tracking from one satellite to
another. This should not be a problem, because in normal
operation even with only one satellite, the TXCO frequency is
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calibrated quite accurately, time is known at the Sub-micro
second level, and the distance to any satellite can be accu
rately computed. This should permit acquiring a new satellite
with essentially no searching in either frequency or code
phase.
Embodiment 2

Process for High-Sensitivity Acquisition of Satellites
Using Approximate Knowledge of Receiver Position

10

FIG.10 schematically illustrates a method and correspond
ing circuitry for high-sensitivity GPS signal acquisition in a
GPS receiver in accordance with one embodiment of the

present invention. As shown in FIG.10, the GPS signal acqui
sition section 130 of the GPS receiver includes a phase rotator
132 for Doppler compensation, a 20-millisecond synchro
nous summer (adder) 134, a 1024-point correlator 136, a
magnitude calculator 138, and a stack-accumulator 140. The
signal acquisition section 130 may be realized as a combina
tion of hardware and Software. For example, the signal enters
a hardware processor, such as a field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) or an application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC), where partial processing of the signal takes place at
high speed. The partially-processed signal is then sent to
software for final processing at lower speed. As shown in FIG.
10, a process controller 131 includes, a bit boundary selector
133, a frequency bin selector 135, a rate change calculator
137, a correlation peak determiner 139, and other necessary
control modules to control operations of the phase rotator
132, the 20-millisecond synchronous summer 134, the 1024
point correlator 136, the magnitude calculator 138, and the
stack-accumulator 140, and also provide necessary calcula
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error of the receiver's TCXO. Therefore, a search in fre

25

30

tions, as described below.

For concreteness, specific parameter values (such as Sam
pling rates, FFT size, number of signal data bits processed,
how many bits are used to represent various numbers, etc.) are
used in the following description of the signal processing for
illustrative purposes. However, the specific parameter values
and numbers are not limiting, and it will be apparent to those
of ordinary skill in the art that other parameter values can be
used, depending on desired performance and cost factors.
The raw GPS signal to be processed is nominally at base
band, and consists of a continuous sequence of complex
valued digital samples (complex baseband signal 142) arriv
ing from a GPS receiver front end (not shown) at the rate of
1.024 MHz. The complex baseband signal 142 may be
received at an input terminal 143 of the signal acquisition
section 130, as shown at the left of FIG. 10. Each sample
consists of a 2-bit in-phase (I) component (real part) and a
2-bit quadrature (Q) component (imaginary part) of the sig
nal. Filtering in the RF front end has restricted the complex
baseband signal 142 to lie between -0.5 MHz and +0.5 MHz
(narrowband). Although this is only about one-half of the full
null-to-null bandwidth of the GPS C/A-coded signal, it
reduces hardware cost and processing time by reducing the
required sampling rate to 1.024 MHz without significant
spectral aliasing, and produces a post-correlation signal-to
noise (SNR) loss of only about 0.7 dB compared to using the
full null-to-null bandwidth of the signal.
It should be noted that the GPS signal 142 contains signals
from multiple satellites. However, the phase rotator 132 com
pensates the Doppler shift for the signal from a specific sat
ellite of interest, and the 1024-point correlator 136 uses a
C/A-PN code for the specific satellite as a reference C/A-PN
code for acquisition. Thus, the signal from the specific satel
lite is separated from those from other satellites which have

26
different Doppler shifts and different C/A-PN codes. In this
embodiment, it is assumed that the GPS receiver is stationary
(not moving), and thus an estimated Doppler shift for a spe
cific satellite (due to the satellite motion) is readily calculated
from an approximate position of the GPS receiver (within a
few to tens of kilometers, for example) and approximate time
(within a few seconds, for example) based on the ephemeris
data available from an external source, for example, the Inter
net or Asymmetric Subscriber Data Link (ASDL). The
change in the Doppler frequency (typically less than 1 Hz per
second and almost constant over the time for signal acquisi
tion) is also predicted with a high accuracy from the approxi
mate location, approximate time, and the ephemeris data.
FIG. 11 schematically illustrates a process flow of a
method for high-sensitivity GPS/GNSS signal acquisition in
accordance with this embodiment of the present invention.
Although the GPS signal is nominally at baseband, it has an
apparent Doppler shift due to satellite motion and frequency
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quency and received C/A-PN code phase is required. To
search in frequency, the span of Doppler uncertainty (a range
of frequency centered on the estimated Doppler shift in the
light of TCXO frequency error) is divided (partitioned) into
contiguous Doppler bins of width 50Hz (200), although other
widths can be used. Each Doppler bin may be identified using
its center frequency f. In the following description, C/A-PN
code may also be referred to as C/A code or PN code.
The search for the GPS signal uses a sequence of received
signal segments. Each segment of the received signal may last
anywhere from a fraction of a second to as long as several
minutes, depending on the desired tradeoff between acquisi
tion sensitivity and how much signal duration is needed to
achieve that sensitivity.
Since the navigation data bit boundaries are initially not
known, the initial uncertainty of the positions of the naviga
tion data bit boundaries may span an entire bit, i.e., 20 milli
seconds of the received GPS signal. Thus, trial bit boundary
locations are obtained by partitioning the uncertainty (i.e., 20
milliseconds of the complex baseband signal 142) into
equally spaced locations that span a continuous 20-millisec
ond segment (202). Each trial bit boundary location corre
sponds to a start time of capturing the signal segment. The
trial bit boundary location may be specified as (or defined by)
a modulo-20 millisecond location. Three or four trial bound

ary values is usually Sufficient. In the following description,
each signal segment is used to search for a GPS signal of a
specific (first) satellite within a specific 50 Hz wide Doppler
bin and a specific trial data bit boundary location (start time).
The processing for a single Doppler bin/bit boundary com
bination is shown in FIG. 10. That is, the entire process in
FIG. 10 is repeated for different bit boundary locations for
each of the Doppler bins, such that eventually all of the
Doppler bin/bit boundary combinations are searched.
Depending on the frequency range that must be searched, the
entire process may take from a few minutes to one hour or
more. A modification is described later which uses parallel
processing to allow multiple Doppler bins to be spanned with
a single signal segment.
The first processing step is to select the Doppler bin center
frequency f. to be searched (204). Also, a trial bit boundary is
selected (206). The trial bit boundary location corresponds to
a specific start time to. At the specified time to on the receivers
clock, the capture of the received signal segment begins
(208). Purely for convenience, it is assumed that the start time
to-0, and that time t is measured from this point. The
sequence of complex baseband samples 142 from the RF
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front end are passed through the phase rotator 132 which
multiplies the samples by the function

28
-continued
y1022 FV1022 + x2046 - 3070 + ... + 19454 + x20478

exp-id(t) = exp-ift + i if)

(1)

y1023 FW1023 + x2047 - 3071 + ... + 1945.5 + x20479

where j-V-1.

Since the receiver is assumed to be stationary, f, represents

a constant rate of change in frequency due to satellite motion
which can be calculated (210) with sufficient accuracy using
the available satellite ephemeris data, receiver clock time at
the initiation of tracking (within +1 second of GPS time), and
approximate receiver position to within about 25 kilometers
of true position. It is assumed that the ephemeris data has been

10

15

made available from an outside source, such as the internet or

an ADSL. In reality, f varies very slowly with both time and
receiver position. However, the worst-case variation is so
Small that it can be assumed to have a constant value during
capture of the received signal segment.
The baseband signal 142 (a continuous sequence of com
plex-valued digital signal samples) is received (210) from the
RF receiver front end and input to the phase rotator 132 so as
to compensate apparent Doppler shift (212). The complex
multiplication by the phase rotator 132 mentioned above (in
accordance with Equation (1)) removes essentially all of the
frequency changes within the received signal segment 142
that are due to satellite motion, and brings the signal to within
t25 Hz of Zero frequency, if the captured baseband carrier is
within t25 Hz of the center frequency f of the Doppler bin,
where the baseband GPS signal is expressed as

c(t)expid(t) = c(t)exp-fit -- of)

(2)

In this expression, c(t) represents the C/A code and navi
gation data modulation on the signal. For the moment, appar
ent Doppler frequency variation due to TCXO temperature
changes is being ignored. Methods of reducing degradation
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from this source will be described later.

After passing through the compensating phase rotator 132,
the signal samples 144 are input to the 20-millisecond syn
chronous Summer 134 so as to generate compressed sample
blocks 146 (214). In the synchronous summation process, the
signal samples 144 are partitioned into successive 20-milli
second long blocks of 20.480 samples each. This 20-milli
second partition is based on the selected trial bit boundary
location. The samples within each 20-millisecond signal
block are synchronously summed on-the-fly (i.e., as real time
processing) as they arrive to produce a corresponding com
pressed blockhaving 1024 samples. A new compressed 1024
sample block 146 is produced every 20 milliseconds. To
define the synchronous summation process, let x x . . . .
X2047s, X20479 denote the complex samples within a particu
lar signal block of 20,480 samples, and let yo, y, ... yo,
yos denote the complex samples within the resulting com
pressed 1024-sample block after synchronous summation. In
the Synchronous summation process, the compressed 1024
sample block is expressed as:
yo FW0

W1024

W2048 + ... + X18432

X19456

y F.W

W102.5

W2049 + ... + X18433

X19457

FIG. 12 schematically and conceptually illustrates an
example of the synchronous Summation for 20 milliseconds
which contains the entire data bit (i.e., in the ideal case where
the trial bit boundary location is perfectly aligned with the
actual data bit boundary) without noise. It should be noted
that the actual code signal may be burred in noise and may not
be seen. As shown in FIG. 12, 20 samples (x) in the corre
sponding sample location (i.e., one of the sampling points 0
through 1023) of each 1 millisecond period (one code period)
are Summed into a value y. It should also be noted that each
code period of 1 millisecond having 1023 chips is sampled at
1024 MHz, i.e., 1024 sampling points per code period, pro
ducing almost one sample per chip. The 20 values of the
received code at corresponding sampling points are added up
to produce a value 20 times larger, while the standard devia
tion of the random noise increases by only the square root of
20. In this manner, the synchronous summation process pro
duces a processing gain of up to 10 log 20–13 dB. depending
on the amount of residual Doppler shift and the degree of
misalignment of the data bit boundaries. Misalignment of the
data bit boundaries may cause polarity change in the code
within the 20 milliseconds of synchronous summation, which
reduces the processing gain.
Referring back to FIGS. 10 and 11, the compressed sample

block (1024 samples) 146 is input to the 1024-point correlator
136 so as to generate a 1024-point correlation function 148
(216). FIG. 13 schematically and conceptually illustrates the
1024-point correlation operation in the 1024-point correlator
136. As shown in FIG. 13, a 1024-point FFT is performed on
each compressed 1024-sample block as soon as it is produced
by the synchronous summation process. Using 1024 samples
has an advantage, since a FFT is fastest if the number of
samples is a power of 2. At the completion of a 1024-point
FFT, its 1024 complex outputs are pointwise multiplied by
the corresponding outputs of the conjugate of a 1024-point
FFT of a single period of reference C/A-PN code, the same
code as that of the searched-for satellite. Since the 1024
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conjugated outputs of the latter FFT never change during the
search process, they may be computed and stored previous to
the initiation of the search. The result of the pointwise mul
tiplications is a block of 1024 complex numbers. A 1024
point correlation function is then computed by taking the
inverse FFT (IFFT) of this block. Each 1024-point correlation
function has a peak at the position corresponding to the delay
of the received code, as shown in FIG. 13.
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The magnitude of the correlation function 148 is computed
(218) at the magnitude calculator 138, as shown in FIGS. 10
and 11, resulting in a block of 1024 real positive numbers 152
representing the magnitude of a correlation function.
All operations in the 1024-point correlator 136 and the
magnitude calculator 138 (i.e., the FFT of the compressed
1024-sample block, the 1024 pointwise multiplications by
the conjugated outputs of the reference FFT, the final IFFT
and computation of its 1024 magnitude values) must take
place in less than 20 milliseconds so that the same sequence of
operations may be repeated on the next compressed 1024
sample block when it becomes available, if the signal acqui
sition process should be performed in real time (without using
a memory). It is likely that the FFT would be implemented
with integer arithmetic in hardware to achieve the needed
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computational speed. A rough analysis of the FFT computa
tional requirements will be given later. Alternatively, a soft
ware FFT could be used if a microprocessor with sufficient
speed is available.
A new 1024-point correlation magnitude function 152 is
generated every 20 milliseconds. As each correlation magni
tude function 152 is generated, it is synchronously stack
accumulated (220) by the stack-accumulator 140, in a 1024
point array of positive real numbers, denoted by A, to build
up noncoherent processing gain for Nx20-millisecond peri

30
into a 1024-point array A, this cyclic precession can cause
unacceptable loss of noncoherent processing gain if N is too
large. Since the maximum residual Doppler magnitude is
within the Doppler bin is 25 Hz and there are 1540 carrier
cycles per GPS C/A code chip, the maximum residual pre
cession rate in either direction is

10

25
chips.
1540
- 0.0162
V.
cinups sec,

ods. FIG. 14A shows such a stack-accumulation for N=1500.

After Nx20-millisecond periods of signal have been pro
cessed, the stack accumulation shifts to a new 1024-point
array, denoted by A. into which the next N correlation mag
nitude functions are stack-accumulated. A next 1024-point
array A contains the stack accumulation of the following N
correlation magnitude functions, and so on, until M 1024
point arrays A, A, . . . . A have been formed. FIG. 14B
schematically illustrates an example of the resulting M1024
point arrays A, A, . . . . A without precession as described

15

below. It should be noted that, as shown in FIG. 10, the

stack-accumulator 140 may include a hardware array
(memory) 141 for accumulating and holding 1024 positive
numbers 152 of the correlation magnitude function for Nx20
milliseconds, and then sequentially sending them to Software
memory arrays A, A, ..., A in the stack-accumulator 140.
Each time after the completed array is sent to the software
memory, the hardware array 141 may be reset to Zero. FIG. 10
illustrates an example where M is 6 and N is 1500.
As each 1024-point correlation magnitude function 152 is
generated, it must by cyclically shifted to substantially com
pensate for precession caused by Doppler shift on the signal
before it is added to the hardware array (memory) 141 in the
process of forming array A. This is accomplished by the
coarse precession compensation 145 (219). The amount of
compensating cyclic shift in signal samples is the closest
integer to
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where f is the center frequency in Hertz of the Doppler bin
being searched, and t is the time in seconds from the begin
ning of the 3-minute signal segment used in the search of the
current Doppler frequency bin. This formula is based on the
fact that the sample spacing at the 1.024 MHZ sample rate is
very close to the duration of one C/A code chip. The formula
indicates that for positive (i.e., closing) Doppler, where f is
positive, the neutralizing cyclical shift must also be positive,
which means that the majority of the 1024 samples (i.e.,
values) in each correlation magnitude function 152 are shifted
to sample positions which are later in time, with Samples
Sufficiently near the end of the correlation magnitude function
"wrapping around to the beginning of the function.
Assuming that frequency drift of the TCXO is sufficiently
small (less than about 0.2 Hz/sec when multiplied up to the
received carrier frequency), the maximum permissible value
for N is determined by the maximum magnitude of residual
apparent Doppler shift for the Doppler bin being searched,
which is 25 Hz. The residual Doppler not only causes some
loss of SNR during synchronous Summation, but it also
causes a residual time precession of the signal PN code,
which induces a cyclic precession of the correlation magni
tude functions across their 1024-point domains. During the
stack-accumulation of N correlation magnitude functions
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or about 0.5 chips every 30 seconds. Every 30 seconds, 1500
correlation magnitude functions are produced. If each array
A contains the result of stack-accumulating 1500 correlation
magnitude functions, the maximum total precession during
the creation of the array is about 0.5 C/A code chips, or about
0.5 microsecond. This is quite acceptable, since the width the
of a correlation magnitude function peak is more than 2
microseconds and the function sample values have a spacing
of approximately 1 microsecond. Thus, it is acceptable for N
to be as large as 1500.
Once N has been selected, the number M of arrays A
generated depends on the length of the signal segment used
for processing. For purposes of illustration, we will use a
3-minute long signal segment to achieve high acquisition
sensitivity. Assuming N=1500, each 1024-point array A
takes 1500x0.02=30 seconds to generate, so there will be a
total of 6 arrays needed to cover the 3-minute period, as
shown in FIG. 10.

Since the rate of production of the arrays A is one array
every 30 seconds, the arrays. A can easily be sent to software
for further processing as they are generated. Assuming 2
bytes per number in an array, the average transfer data rate of
the arrays is only 1024x2/30s68.3 bytes/sec.
Additional noncoherent processing gain is now performed
by stack-accumulating the 6 arrays A in Software into an
array B in computer memory as shown in FIG. 10. However,
using the maximum of 0.5 chips of precession every 30 sec
onds as computed above, the maximum total precession
across the six arrays A, starting at the initiation of array A
construction and ending at the initiation of array A construc
tion, would be 0.5x(6-1)=2.5 chips in either direction, for
example, as shown in FIG. 14C. Some form of further com
pensation is definitely necessary to prevent loss of the addi
tional noncoherent processing gain. Thus, the 6 arrays are
stack-accumulated into the array B with additional precession
compensation (222).
FIG. 15 schematically illustrates how the additional pre
cession compensation is provided by performing circular
shifts on arrays A through A. The 6 arrays are represented
by Vertical lines, each containing 1024 positive real numbers.
The dashed lines indicate the amount (exaggerated for clar
ity) and direction of the circular shifts applied to element
number 512 of each array for 7 different total precession
compensation values of -2.5-1.67, -0.83, 0, 0.83, 1.67, and
2.5 chips, it being understood that all elements of an array are
circularly shifted by the same amount. These 7 values span
the maximum range of residual precession due to residual
Doppler, and are spaced closely enough to prevent excessive
losses due to quantization of the compensation values. For
simplicity, FIG. 15 only shows the actual shift numerical
values to compensate for the maximum total precession of
-2.5 chips due to a closing residual Doppler of 25 Hz. These
shift numerical values are the closest integer values to the
desired compensation in chips, keeping in mind that the spac
ing of the samples in the arrays is almost exactly 1 chip.
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For each of the 7 precession compensation values, the incrementing is common to all frequency bins, and because
arrays A through A are circularly shifted as determined by the summer operates at only 1.024 MHZ, it could easily be
the precession compensation value selected, the 1024-point time-shared. Thus, one synchronous Summer (such as the
array B is initialized to Zero, the 6 arrays are stack-accumu 20-millisecond synchronous summer 134) may be time
lated into the array B, and the maximum value in the array B 5 shared to service perhaps 5 Doppler frequency bins, for
and its sample number index (0-1023) are stored. The largest example. Additionally, because a synchronous Summer
of the 7 maximum values thus obtained and its index is
doesn’t take a large amount of hardware, areasonable number
denoted by P, where k is one of the integers from 0 to 1023 of synchronous Summers (for example, 10), could operate in
parallel to service perhaps 50 Doppler frequency bins.
(224), as shown in FIGS. 10 and 11.
In a full search, as shown in FIG. 11, all of the processing 10 Correlation Using an FFT and IFFT
A 1024-point FFT or IFFT in a 1024-point correlator (such
described above needs to be repeated for the different 50-Hz
frequency bins (228) searched in combination with several as the 1024-point correlator 136) is normally computed in 10
modulo-20 millisecond trial data bit boundary locations (usu stages, each stage consisting of 1024/2=512 “butterfly'
ally 4 equally spaced trial locations is sufficient) (226). For operations, here assumed to include some overhead to place
each combination of Doppler bin (with center frequency fo) 15 the result of each butterfly in memory, as is well understood
and trial bit boundary location (T,), a value of P. results, by those of ordinary skill in the art. Assume that the butterflies
where the index k may be different for different combinations are performed sequentially by the same hardware (i.e., the
off, and To. The largest of all of the values P. for the full FFT is not pipelined to save hardware) and that a butterfly
search, its associated index k, and the associated frequency takes 10 hardware clock cycles, the complete FFT takes
bin are found (230). Let the integer p be an index which 20 10x512x10–51,200 clock cycles. For an FFT followed by
identifies this frequency bin (f). The index k gives an esti 1024 pointwise complex multiplications (assume 10 clock
mate of the received code phase at the middle of Summing cycles each), followed by an IFFT, the required number of
process used to form array A when processing frequency bin clock cycles would be 51,200+10.240+51,200–112,640.
p. The apparent Doppler of the signal at that same time is Assuming a 65.53.6 MHZ hardware clock, the number of

within +25 Hz of the center frequency for of frequency bin p. 25 correlation functions per second would be (65.536x10)/112,

It can be seen that processing one frequency bin at a time 600s,582 per second, or more than 11 every 20 milliseconds.
can result in a very long time to accomplish a full acquisition Thus, one piece of FFT hardware (which also does the IFFT)
search, especially considering that the search is not only in would be able to process 11 Doppler frequencybins spanning
Doppler, but also in navigation data bit alignment. As an
11x50–550 Hz within one captured signal segment.
illustration, consider that a typical t1 ppm error in the receiv- 30 The speed of the correlation function computation could be
er's TCXO frequency corresponds to an apparent Doppler further approximately multiplied by the factor M by parallel
error of about +1575 Hz, requiring 63 50-Hz frequency bins ing the butterfly operations and the pointwise complex mul
to be processed if they are all searched. Assuming the param tiplications by a factor of P. For M=3,3x11 =33 Doppler bins
eters used above and 4 trial data bit alignment values per could be processed within one captured signal segment,
frequency bin, each frequency bin would take 4x3-12 min- 35 enough to span more than 1650 Hz of apparent Doppler
utes to process, for a worst-case total time of 12x63–756 uncertainty within one 3-minute captured signal segment.
Stack-Accumulated Arrays
minutes, or about 12.6 hours, just for one satellite. However,
Since each of the stack-accumulated arrays A-A previ
it only takes a moderate amount of hardware to greatly reduce
the processing time by using parallel processing, as will be ously described for processing one Doppler frequency bin are
described next.
40 sequentially sent to Software as soon as each is generated,
Acquisition Using Parallel Processing
only one hardware array (Such as the hardware memory array
It would be very advantageous to process Pfrequency bins
141) per Doppler frequency bin is required for simulta
at the same time, using parallelism of the following pieces of neously processing P Doppler frequency bins. For P-33, 33
hardware arrays would be needed, each containing 1024 posi
hardware, assuming a 65.53.6 MHZ hardware clock:
Phase Rotators
45 tive numbers. At 2 bytes per number, the total required hard
Each frequency bin requires a different rate of phase rota ware memory would by 33x1024x2s68 kilobytes, a reason
tion. A phase rotator (such as the phase rotator 132) complex able amount. Of course, the software memory would then
multiplies the 2-bit I and 2-bit Q signal samples by a rotating need to be 6 times larger, or about 406 kilobytes. This is
complex phasor of fixed magnitude. The real (I) and imagi probably reducible by a factor of 2 by using bit recoding.
nary (Q) components of the phasor do not require very many 50 For P-33 frequency bins processed per 3-minute signal
bits (perhaps 3 bits each), and 8 discrete angles of the phasor segment, the worst-case processing time for a complete
produce little loss in the phase rotation. Furthermore, the 8 search could be reduced to about (756 minutes)/33=22.9 min
complex values of the phasor never change and can easily be utes for the first satellite. Acquisition of additional satellites
stored in ROM. Since the sample rate of the incoming signal would take far less time, because after the frequency bin is
is only 1.024 MHz, only one complex multiplication is 55 identified in which the first satellite is found and compared
required for every 65 clock cycles. Thus, one phase rotator with the Doppler shift computed from approximate time
can be time-shared to service perhaps 5 Doppler frequency (within a few seconds), approximate receiverposition (within
bins, for example. Additionally, the amount of hardware for 25 kilometers, for example), and ephemeris data, the TCXO
one phase rotator is not very large, since the arithmetic has frequency can be calibrated to within roughly 50 Hz. Subse
very few bits. Thus, additional paralleling of this hardware 60 quent satellite searches can then be accomplished using at
(for example, 10 rotators) could cover up to perhaps 50 Dop most a few frequency bins. In fact, the hardware time-sharing
pler frequency bins.
and parallelism previously discussed could permit parallel
Synchronous Summing
searching for multiple satellites using the same 3-minute
For one frequency bin, the synchronous Summation pro signal segment.
cess is quite simple, requiring a 1024-point array whose 65 It should be noted that the above-mentioned parallel pro
address index is incremented and a complex number Summed cessing may be fully or partially implemented in respective
into that indexed address at a 1.024 MHZ rate. The address
processing stages in accordance with application, such as
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required processing peed, accuracy, restriction on the hard
ware, cost, and the like. The parallel processing is also applied
in other embodiments as well, although it may not be
explained in detail. FIG. 16A schematically illustrates a sig
nal processing section 150 for processing a plurality of Dop
pler frequency bins in parallel, in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention. In this example, each of
the phase rotators 132 and each of the synchronous Summers
134 services 5 Doppler frequency bins by time-sharing, as
described above. Each of the cross-correlators 136 and the

corresponding magnitude calculator 138 services 10 Doppler
frequency bins, i.e., it processes outputs from two of the
synchronous Summers 134. The accumulator arrays (hard
ware memory arrays) 141 are provided one for each Doppler
frequency bin, but the software accumulator (software
memory) may handle all of the stack-accumulated arrays sent
from each of the accumulator arrays 141, as shown in FIG.
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index n runs from 1 to P.

In FIG.16B, the horizontal dotted lines are the boundaries

of the contiguous Doppler frequency bins, and the 6 vertical
lines respectively indicate the midpoints in time of the stack
accumulating processes (30 seconds each) that created arrays
with subscripts 1 through 6.
Once the arrays A" have been completed and stored in
software memory, the software searches over different com
binations of apparent initial Doppler shift and linear Doppler
frequency rate of change. Each of these combinations is a
linear frequency-VS-time search trajectory f(t), one of which
is represented in FIG.16B by the solid line with positive slope
(some trajectories will have negative slope). Mathematically,
the search frequency as a function of time is expressed as:

While searching sequentially over all trajectories, the
index (0-1023) of the largest peak value in an array encoun
tered thus far and the parameters a and b of the associated
search frequency trajectory f(t) are retained. After all trajec
tories have been searched (i.e., for different chosen search
values of the parameters a and b), the index that remains is
taken as the location of the correlation function peak at the
receiver clock time of the midpoint of the creation of the
arrays (i.e., 165 seconds into the 3-minute signal segment).
Additionally, the retained parameters a and b are used to form
an estimate of the frequency trajectory of the signal, with a
being the estimated frequency at 15 seconds into the 3-minute
captured signal segment, and b being the estimated rate of
change of apparent Doppler frequency. Thus, the apparent
Doppler shift at any time during the received signal segment
can be estimated through use of the formula f(t)=a+bt, using
the retained parameters a and b. This formula also allows the
projection of the location of the correlation function peak to
different points in time. Thus, the satellite signal is acquired
both in frequency to within approximately it'/2 frequency bin
width and in code phase resolution to within approximately /2
of the correlation function resolution.
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It should be noted that, at the completion of the search,
a+165b is the estimated apparent Doppler frequency 165
seconds into the 3-minute signal segment, which has much
less latency than the estimate a near the beginning of the
Segment.

50

When processing a given search frequency trajectory, the
arrays used along the trajectory (for example, the arrays A",

A", A', A', A", A" for the frequency search tra
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where a is the frequency 15 seconds into the 3-minute signal
segment, and b is the rate of change of frequency.
Observing the search frequency trajectory in FIG. 16B, at
the time 15 seconds into the 3-minute signal segment when
the stack accumulation process for all arrays with Subscript 1
is halfway complete (i.e., at a point “a” on the frequency axis
at 15 seconds), the search frequency f(t) is within Doppler
frequency bin n. At 45 seconds, when the construction of
arrays with subscript 2 is halfway complete, the search fre
quency f(t) is still within the same Doppler frequency bin n.
However, at 75 seconds, when the construction of arrays with

trajectory f(t) shown in FIG. 16B are A", A", A', A',
As", and A", The result of their stack-accumulation is an
array B of 1024 positive numbers indexed from 0 to 1023
representing a correlation function associated with the search
trajectory f(t). Of interest is the peak value of the 1024 values
in the array B, similarly to the correlation peak P. shown in

16A.

A Search Method for Dealing with TCXO Drift
Up until now it has been assumed that the TCXO has very
little frequency drift (perhaps less than 10 Hz, while receiving
a 3-minute signal segment). This assumption is probably
valid if the receiver uses a more expensive oven-controlled
crystal oscillator (OCXO), but it is unrealistic for a low-cost
TCXO designed for consumer applications when the ambient
temperature is changing, even at slow rates on the order of 1°
C. per minute.
FIG. 16B schematically illustrates a method for searching
in frequency, which accommodates TCXO frequency drift, in
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. It
is assumed that P contiguous Doppler frequency bins are
simultaneously being processed as previously described,
which allows the received signal to migrate across P Doppler
frequency bins as the 3-minute signal segment is being col
lected. Let n be an integer index which identifies the 50-Hz
wide Doppler frequency bins. With 6 stack-accumulated
arrays spanning a total of 3 minutes of signal for each fre
quency bin, the total number of arrays stored in Software
memory is 6P. These arrays are denoted by A", where k runs
from 1 to 6 (or more generally, M), and the frequency bin
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subscript 3 is halfway complete, the search frequency f(t) has
moved into Doppler frequency bin n+1. The Doppler fre
quency bins occupied by the signal of the search frequency
f(t) at the time points 15, 45, 75, 105, 135, and 165 seconds
have respective indices n, n, n+1, n+1, n+2, and n+2.
The final processing for the given search frequency trajec
tory f(t) is the stack-accumulation of 6 arrays along the search
frequency trajectory f(t). However, the search frequency tra
jectory f(t) shown in FIG. 16B is associated not with a single
Doppler frequency bin as in previous discussion, but instead
with 3 different Doppler frequency bins across the 6 arrays.
Thus, the 6 arrays that are stack-accumulated for the search

jectory in FIG.16B) must be cyclically shifted to compensate
for time precession of the received signal, as shown by the
dashed curve in FIG.16B. For a specific array, the cyclic shift
in array Samples is the closest integer to
at + 0.5bf

60

(5)

1540

where t is the time when the stack-accumulation process in
constructing the array is half completed. For example, for the
65

array A", t would be 75 seconds in expression (5). The

cyclic shift is a quadratic function of time, as illustrated by the
dashed curve in FIG. 16B.
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Embodiment 3

Process for Both Acquisition and Tracking of a Weak
GPS Signal, and Sub-Microsecond Time Transfer
after Tracking has been Initiated
FIG. 17 schematically illustrates a method and correspond
ing circuitry for high-sensitivity acquisition and tracking of
weak GPS/GNSS signals in a GPS/GNSS receiver in accor
dance with one embodiment of the present invention. As
shown in FIG. 17, the GPS/GNSS signal processing section
160 of the GPS receiver includes a phase rotator 162 for
Doppler compensation, a 20-millisecond synchronous Sum
mer (adder) 164, a N-point correlator 166, a correlation
matrix (correlator memory) 168, a pointwise multiplier 170,
a fast Fourier Transformer (FFT) 172, a magnitude calculator
174, a maximum value determiner (correlation peak deter
miner) 176, and a memory 178 for holding the current maxi
mum magnitude and associated parameters. In addition, simi
larly to the previous embodiment, a process controller 161
includes a bit boundary selector 163, a frequency bin selector
165, and a rate change calculator 167, and other necessary
control modules (not shown) to control operations of the
signal processing section 160.
The components shown in FIG. 17 can be implemented
various mixtures of hardware and software. For example, the
phase rotator 162, Synchronous Summer 164, and N-point
correlator 166 could be implemented in hardware, such as a
field-programmable gate array (FPGA) or an application
specific integrated circuit (ASIC) for high speed, while the
remaining components could be implemented in Software,
typically at a lower speed. It will be apparent to those of
ordinary skill in the art that other hardware and software
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mixtures can be used.

A major advantage of this embodiment is that a single
structure is used for both acquiring and tracking multiple
satellites. In a seamless operation, a plurality of satellites may
be tracked while new satellites are being acquired. The
embodiment employs a very high amount of coherent inte
gration for highest sensitivity.
For concreteness, specific parameter values (such as, but
not limited to, initial time uncertainty, clock and sampling
rates, FFT size, number of signal data bits processed, how
many bits are used to represent various numbers, etc.) are
stated in the following description of the signal processing.
However, it will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art
that other parameter values can be used, depending on desired
performance and cost factors.
When the GPS/GNSS receiver is first turned on, it is
assumed that GPS time is known to within +1 second,
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repeatedly transmitted by the satellite in the sequence 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc. Regardless of receiver location, Sub
frames with the same number arriving from different satel
lites are time-aligned to within about 12 milliseconds of each
other due to differing signal propagation delays. For example,
the reception of subframek from one satellite is displaced by
no more than about 12 milliseconds from the reception of
subframe k from any other satellite.
Unlike the hardware in typical GPS receivers, the hardware
of the present embodiment both acquires and tracks satellites
by sequentially capturing blocks of GPS signal ('signal
blocks”). For purposes of description, it is assumed that each

Alternatively, each signal block of 2.56 seconds may be
stored in a memory, and repeatedly used for acquisition and/
or tracking of different satellites. In that case, the processes
described below may not necessarily performed “on-the-fly.”
An advantage of this alternative is that it reduces the number
of signal blocks that need to be processed. However, it
requires additional memory to store the captured signal
instead of processing the signal “on the fly.”
It is possible to know that each block of received signallies
withina received subframe because corresponding subframes
from all satellites are transmitted at almost exactly the same
known GPS time, signal propagation time for each satellite is
known to within about 12 milliseconds regardless of receiver
location, and the time of signal capture using the GPS receiv
er's clock can be chosen to place the boundaries of the 2.56
second block at least 1 second away from the boundaries of
the Subframe to account for the worst-case t1 second uncer

tainty in knowledge of GPS time.
The signal block (2.56 seconds, 128 bit long) that the
GPS/GNSS receiver captures is also known to lie within a
longer sequence of 50+128+50-228 known bits contained
completely within the subframe. More generally, the signal
block of Mbits may be contained in a middle part of a longer
known sequence of B bits. Since navigation data can be
obtained from the Internet or an ADSL, and thus the bit
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sequence of the navigation data is known, the receiver may
have previously stored this longer sequence of known bits
contained in the navigation data. Since the location of the 228
bits within the subframe is known, the GPS transmission time

50

although larger or Smaller uncertainties can be used.
The GPS signal from a satellite contains 50 bps BPSK
(binary phase shift keying) navigation data organized into 5
frames, each 6 seconds long and containing 300 data bits, as
shown in FIG. 4. The subframes are numbered 1-5 and are
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signal block is known to be contained within a known 6-sec
ond long Subframe of navigation data received from a speci
fied satellite, although this assumption is not necessary. Also
for purposes of description, it is assumed that each signal
block of captured data is 2.56 seconds long, that is, each
signal block has the length of 128 bits of 50 bps navigation
data, although the locations of the bit boundaries are initially
unknown. Each signal block may have a different length other
than 2.56 second, or more generally, Mbits long. Each signal
block can be assigned to any satellite and for either acquisi
tion or tracking. For example,
Signal Block 1: From subframe #2, Satellite #5, Acquisition,
Signal Block 2: From subframe #3, Satellite #3, Acquisition,
Signal Block 3: From subframe #4, Satellite #5, Tracking,
Signal Block 4: From subframe #5, Satellite #1, Acquisition,
Signal Block 5: From subframe #1, Satellite #3, Tracking,
Signal Block 6: From subframe #2, Satellite #5, Tracking,

of any bit in that sequence is also known, and its GPS recep
tion time is no more than 86 milliseconds later due to propa
gation time. The receiver starts its 2.56-second capture inter
val at the time on its clock which would place the central point
of the captured signal at the center of the 228 received bits if
the receiver clock had no error. Since the clock erroris within
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+1 second of GPS time, the 128 bits the receiver captures is
guaranteed to lie within the known 228-bit sequence, which
has a 1-second (50 bit) pad around its central 128 bits.
The starting time according to the receiver's clock for
capture of 128 bits of the signal is determined by first com
puting:

60

(GPS transmission time of the start of the 51 bit of
the 228-bit sequence in seconds)-1 second
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The raw GPS signal to be processed is at baseband, and
consists of a continuous sequence of complex-valued digital
samples (complex baseband signal 182) arriving from the RF
front end of the GPS receiver (not shown) at the rate of 1.024
MHz. The complex baseband signal 182 may be received at
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an input terminal 181 of the signal processing section 160, as
shown at the upper left of FIG. 17, similarly to the second
embodiment. Each sample consists of a 2-bit in-phase (I)
component (real part) and a 2-bit quadrature (Q) component
(imaginary part) of the signal. Filtering in the RF front end
has restricted the complex baseband signal 182 to lie between
-0.5 MHz and +0.5 MHz (narrowband). Although this is only
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exp(-ic(t) = esp-lift if)
5

limited to 50 Hz, and other widths can be used.

In addition, similarly to the second embodiment, the uncer
tainty of the positions of the navigation data bit boundaries is
partitioned into equally spaced trial bit boundary locations
that span over a continuous 20-millisecond segment (304).
Each trial bit boundary location corresponds to a start time of
capturing the signal block. The trial bit boundary location
may be specified as (or defined by) a modulo-20 millisecond
location. Three or four trial boundary values are usually suf
ficient. In this example, four 2.56-second blocks of captured
signal are processed for each Doppler frequency bin in order
to find reasonably good alignment with data bit boundaries so
that coherent processing performance is not unduly compro
mised. Alternatively, a certain period of the raw complex
baseband signal 182 may be stored in a memory, and the same
2.56-second signal block may be repeatedly used for different
Doppler frequency bin/bit boundary combinations.
Processing of One 2.56-Second Block of Signal
The processing of each 2.56-second signal block is similar
for acquisition or tracking, but for concreteness, processing
for acquisition of the first satellite after receiver turn-on will
be described. The relatively small modifications for tracking,
as well as Subsequent acquisition or reacquisition of satellites,

estimate of apparent signal Doppler shift, and f is a computed
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f represents a constant rate of change in frequency due to
satellite motion, which is calculated (310) with sufficient
accuracy using the available satellite ephemeris data, receiver
clock time at the initiation of tracking (within it? second of
GPS time), and approximate receiver position to within about
25 kilometers of true position. It is assumed that the ephem
eris data has been made available from an outside source,

such as the Internet oran ADSL. In reality po (f) varies very
slowly with both time and receiver position. However, the

worst-case variation is so Small that it can be assumed to have
25

a constant value during signal capture.
The inclusion of the quadratic phase term
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in the phase rotator complex multiplication causes the signal
184 emerging from the phase rotator 162 to have a constant
frequency, except for any frequency variation in the receiver's
reference TCXO. It also brings the signal 184 to within +25
HZ of Zero frequency if the captured baseband carrier is
within +25 Hz of the center frequency f.
Ideally, the start time to of signal capture should coincide
with the beginning of a received 20-millisecond navigation
data bit, that is, at the correct bit boundary. However, the
timing of the received data bits is not initially known with
Such accuracy. Therefore, in acquiring the first satellite, sev
eral subsequent 2.56-second blocks of signal will need to be
captured using staggered values ofto, i.e., using different trial
bit boundaries. This process will be explained in more detail
later.

50
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chosen satellite.

The sequence of complex baseband samples 182 from the
RF front end is received (312) at the phase rotator 162, and
passes continuously through the phase rotator 162 So as to
compensate the apparent Doppler shift (314). The phase rota
tor 162 complex-multiplies the samples by the function

Doppler frequency rate of change (second derivative of
phase) at t=0. The value off is the centerofa Dopplerbin that
spans 50 Hz.
Since the receiver is assumed to be stationary, the quantity

will be described later.

Assuming that the satellite to be acquired has been deter
mined, a first frequency bin to be searched is selected (306),
and a point in time to (trial bit boundary) according to the
receiver's clock is determined (308), where the capture of the
2.56-second signal block is to begin. The start time to as well
as the selected frequency bin, is recorded. As previously
mentioned, the start time t is chosen so that the signal block
is completely within a known subframe received from the

wherei-V-1, and where t is a local time within the captured
signal block equal to the receiver's clock time minus to (i.e.,
t–0 at the beginning of signal capture), f is the a-priori

about one-half of the full null-to-null bandwidth of the GPS

C/A-coded signal, it reduces hardware cost and processing
time by reducing the required sampling rate to 1.024 MHz
without significant spectral aliasing, and produces a post
correlation loss of only about 0.7 dB as compared to using the
larger null-to-null bandwidth of the received signal.
Signal Processing for Acquisition
FIGS. 18A and 18B schematically illustrate a process flow
of a method for high-sensitivity GPS/GNSS signal acquisi
tion in accordance with this embodiment of the present inven
tion. First, as described above, a known data bit sequence
(data block having P successive data bits, for example, 228
bits) of the navigation data is selected from a subframe Such
that it contains a signal block (of 128 data bits, for example)
to be captured as its central part with pad portions in the both
sides (300). Similarly to the second embodiment described
above, in order to search for the satellite in the frequency
dimension, the uncertainty of the apparent Doppler shift is
partitioned into a number of contiguous 50-Hz wide Doppler
frequency bins (302), the number of bins being sufficient to
span the entire apparent Doppler uncertainty of the signal. It
should be noted that the width of the frequency bins is not

(6)
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During the capture of the 2.56-second signal block, which
has the same length as 128 bits of navigation data, the signal
samples are partitioned on-the-fly into Successive 20-milli
second long blocks of 20,480 samples each, each 20.480
sample block having the length of a navigation data bit. After
passing through the compensating phase rotator 162, the sig
nal samples 184 are input to the 20-millisecond synchronous
summer 164. The samples within each 20.480-sample block
are synchronously Summed on-the-fly as they arrive to pro
duce a corresponding compressed block of 1024 samples 186
(316). A new compressed 1024-sample block 186 is produced
every 20 milliseconds, for a total of 128 compressed blocks
corresponding to the 128bits of captured signal. To define the
Synchronous Summation process, let Xo. X1, ...X2047s, X20479
denote the complex samples within a particular block of
20,480 samples, and let yo y . . . . yo, yo denote the
complex samples within the resulting compressed 1024
sample block 186 after synchronous Summation. In the Syn
chronous Summation process, similarly to the second
embodiment, the compressed 1024 sample blocks are
expressed as:
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yo F Wo

X1024 + x2048 - ...

W18432

X19456

y FW

X1025 - W2049 - ...

W18433

W19457

y1022 FX1022

W2046

W3070 - ...

W19454

W20478

y1023 F W1023

W2047

X307 + ...

W19455

W20479

(7)
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chronous Summer 164. Thus, a complete correlation function
must be computed every 20 milliseconds. To assure that this
does not present an infeasible amount of computation,
assume that the basic operation described above takes 10
hardware clock cycles (a conservative assumption). There are
1024 basic operations (multiply and add) per correlation
value, and 1024 correlation values produced per correlation
function (by cyclic shifts), requiring a total of 1024x1024x
10-10,485,760 clock cycles. By performing 10 basic opera
tions in parallel, all of this can be done in 1,048,576 clock
cycles. Using a 64 MHZ clock, this would take 1,048,576/

This process produces a processing gain of up to 10 log
20–13 dB, depending on the degree of alignment of the (64x10)=0.0164 seconds to produce a complete correlation
received navigation data bit boundaries with the boundaries
function, well within 20 milliseconds. The parallelism of the
of the 20.480-sample blocks.
As each 1024-sample block 186 is produced by synchro- 15 10 basic operations should require only a moderate amount of
nous summation, it is bit recoded to 2 bits I and 2 bits Q, and hardware.
The N=1024 cyclic shifts of the reference C/A code used in
correlated with one period of C/A-PN reference code for the
chosen satellite at the N-point correlator 166 (318). The calculating one correlation function are in steps of 1 sample,
resulting correlation function 188 has N complex values, very close to 1 C/A code chip. If exactly the same set of cyclic
where N=1024 for acquisition of the first satellite. It should be 20 shifts is used for each of the 128 correlation functions, appar
noted that the number N can be much smaller when re-ac
ent signal Doppler causes the correlation functions to precess,
quiring or tracking satellites, as will be discussed in more or drift, across the 2.56 seconds of captured signal. For
detail later. The single period of PN reference code (for each example, an apparent Doppler shift of 1540 Hz, causes a drift
satellite of interest) only needs to be computed once and can rate of about 1 chip (or sample) per second, or about 2.56
be prestored in the receiver. For optimum performance, the 25 chips (or samples) over the duration of the captured signal.
PN reference code should be filtered to match the filtering of This is sufficient to cause a large loss in the further coherent
the received code in the receiver. For this purpose, at least a processing gain to be described shortly. For this reason, the
4-bit representation of the reference C/A code samples should entire reference C/A code is cyclically shifted before use in
be used.
generating each correlation function (pre-shift) to compen
For acquisition of the first satellite, computation of each of 30 sate for the precession that would be present at the current
the N=1024 complex correlation function values at the a-priori Doppler frequency shift fo, in Hertz, being searched.
N-point correlator 166 includes pointwise multiplication of For the k" of the 128 correlation functions, the amount of this
1024 complex values by corresponding 1024 real C/A refer reference code pre-shift in reference code samples is given by
ence code sample values produced by one of N cyclic shifts, the closest integer to -2.56x(f/1540)xk/128, with a negative
and Summing the resulting products. FIG. 19 schematically 35 value indicating a left shift due to a positive (closing) Doppler
and conceptually illustrates the N-point correlation process in shift f.
After the compensation for precession described above, the
the N-point correlator 166 in accordance with one embodi
ment of the present invention. For example, the 1024 complex maximum residual apparent Doppler shift within the current
Values yo, y1,...yo, yos of the compressed sample block frequency bin is within +25 Hz, and therefore the residual
of the first bit of the 128 bits are pointwise multiplied by the 40 drift between the phases of the received and reference codes
corresponding 1024 real values Y. Y', ...Y',Y' (with during the 2.56 seconds of signal capture is only +(25/1540)x
0-cyclic shift) of the reference C/A code to produce 1024 2.56=+0.042 chips, or about +12 meters. Thus, no further
complex values. The 1024 complex values are Summed into a correction for code precession is required.
complex correlation function value, C.'. The subscript indi
As each correlation function is produced, it is bit recoded to
cates the bit number (sample block number) and the super 45 2 bits I and 2 bits Q (/2 byte for both) to conserve memory in
script the number of cyclic shifts. The same 1024 complex storing the function. The bit recoding can be based on the
Values yoy, ... yoyo are then pointwise multiplied by root-mean-square (RMS) value of the N=1024 values of the
the next cyclic shift of the 1024 real values Y, Y-, ... Y', correlation function. Although this can cause Saturation of
Y', Y (with 1-cyclic shift) of the reference C/A code to correlation peaks produced by a strong satellite signal, thus
produce 1024 complex values, which are Summed into a next 50 reducing its SNR, is the SNR will still be strong enough for
complex correlation function value C". The process contin reliable acquisition because of the gain inherent in Subse
ues until a set of 1024 correlation function values C.", quent processing.
C', . . . C.' are produced. The basic operation for this
As each of the complex N=1024 correlation values of each
process is a (2-bit I, 2-bit Q)x(4-bit real reference value) and of the resulting 128 correlation functions is produced, it is
an addition. The correlation function values are stored in the 55 stored as an entry in the correlation matrix 168. The required
first column of a complex-valued correlation function matrix memory size for the complete correlation matrix 168 is 128x
168, as shown in FIG. 19. The same operations are repeated
1024x/2=65,536 bytes for acquisition of the first satellite,
for each of the subsequent 127 compressed sample blocks to and much Smaller for reacquisition and tracking of satellites.
produce 127 additional columns in the same way that the first However, methods for reducing the memory size for the first
column was produced, resulting in a complete (1024x128) 60 satellite acquisition will be presented later.
Referring back to FIG. 18A, after the correlation matrix is
correlation function matrix CA 168 (320), where K-0 to
1023, I=1 to 128. Alternatively, an FFT-based method of generated (320), 128-point multiplications of each row of the
computing the correlation functions can be used, similarly to correlation matrix and 128-bit subsequences of the known
that of the 1024-point correlator 136 in the second embodi navigation data bit sequence are performed (322). To describe
ment.
65 this processing step in more detail, it is convenient to arrange
A complete correlation function is produced on-the-fly as the 128N stored complex correlation values in the correlation
each of the 128 1024-sample blocks is produced by the syn matrix as
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calculates correlations between the rows of the correlation

C.

C.

Cas

C.

C.

Clas

(8)

CN- C-1 ... C.

where the subscript indicates which of the 128 N-sample
blocks is used in the correlation, and the SuperScript identifies
which of the N=1024 reference code cyclic shifts was used
(pre-shifts to compensate for Doppler, which have already
been applied, are not involved here, or in the Subsequent
discussion).
Also, the previously-stored 228 known navigation data bits
(+1) known to contain the captured 128 bits of the signal will
be denoted by:
BB2 ... B228
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(9)

In the following processing, each row of the correlation
matrix is pointwise multiplied by each of 101 blocks of 128
contiguous data bits extracted from the 228 known data bit
sequence 194, as shown in FIG. 17. The first block of con
tiguous data bits contains bits 1-128 of the known data bits,
the second block contains bits 2-129, the third block contains

(12)
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bits 3-130, . . . . and finally the 101 block contains bits
101-228. It is convenient to think of these blocks as being
selected by a 128-bit wide “window” that shifts across the
known data bit sequence 194 with an initial shift of Obits and
a final shift of 100 bits. That is, as shown in FIG. 17, a row
selector 190 selects one of the rows of the correlation matrix,
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(10)

As shown in FIGS. 17 and 18B, a 128-point FFT is per
formed (324) on this block in the FFT 172, and the magnitude
of each of its 128 output samples is computed (326) at the
magnitude calculator 174. The maximum FFT output magni
tude MAG is determined (328) at the maximum value
determiner 176, and the maximum FFT output magnitude
MAG
as well as the associated FFT output index I,
reference code cyclic shift index K (0 in this case), and
amount of shift J of the 128-bit wide window which
selects the contiguous 128 bits (J-0 in this case) are
retained in the memory 178. Also retained in the memory 178
is the current Doppler search frequency for here denoted by
fo, and the start time to of signal capture (i.e., the trial bit
boundary), here denoted by to All of these values form a
Sextuple (foMax toMax MAG Max IMax KMax. Jax)
retained in the memory 178 (332).
Next, an identical calculation is performed, after a segment
selector 192 performs a right-shift of the 128-bit window by
one bit (334) to select the next block of 128 contiguous bits
from the known bit sequence 194, so that the pointwise mul
tiplication produces the block
B.C.B.C.

B29C2s'

At this point, reliable acquisition is not necessarily com
plete, because significant degradation in processing gain may
have occurred due to misalignment of the navigation data bit
40

45
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boundaries with the trial bit boundaries of the successive

20-millisecond long blocks of 20,480 samples into which the
captured 2.56 seconds of signal was partitioned.
Further Processing to Mitigate Navigation Data Bit Boundary
Misalignment
To find sufficient alignment of the data bit boundaries for
reliable detection, several more 2.56-second signal blocks are
now processed in the same manner as above, but with the start
of capture time (i.e., the trial bit boundary) staggered by
fractions of 20 milliseconds (338). Assuming that 3 additional
blocks are processed for a total of 4 trial bit boundaries, the
stagger interval will be 4x20–5 milliseconds. To obtain the
start time to (next) on the receiver's clock for the capture of the
second 2.56-second signal block, the following set of times is
considered:

55

to (first 2.56-second block)+0.020k+0.005 seconds,
k=1,2,...
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(1 1)

as the FFT input. The row selector 190, the segment selector
192, the 128-pointwise multiplier 170, and the 128-point FFT
172 may be referred to as a data-shift correlator since it

MAGala, Italy, Katay, Jux) containing the maximum FFT
magnitude found thus far over the current and previous rows
of the correlation matrix, as well as the parameter values
associated with it.

of the correlation matrix to obtain the block

B2sC2s'

Each of the subsequent rows of the correlation matrix is
processed exactly as described above (336), each row pro

ducing 101 128-point FFTs, with the Sextuple (f, to

The 128-pointwise multiplier 170 first pointwise multi
plies the first 128 bits in this 228-bit sequence by the first row
BC.B.C.

as the input to the 128-point FFT.
At this point a total of 101 128-point FFTs have been
performed, and the Sextuple (fox to 4x. MAG-4A, Itax.
KJ) contains the maximum FFT magnitude found so
far, as well as the parameter values associated with it. This
completes the processing of the first row of the correlation
matrix.

30

and the selected row is pointwise multiplied by blocks of
contiguous 128 bits of the known data bit sequence 194 by
shifting the contiguous 128 bits from the first 128 bits to the
last 128 bits.

matrix and the selected data bit sequence by shifting the data
bit sequence.
If the maximum FFT output magnitude at the magnitude
determiner 176 exceeds that of the Sextuple (for to
MAGala, Itax Katay, Jax) previously stored in the
memory 178 (330), all of the six entries in the sextuple are
updated with their current values (332).
The above process is repeated over and over using
1-sample right-shifts of the 128-bit selecting window each
time (334), and by updating the Sextuple (for to
MAGala, Italy, Katay, Jux) if a current FFT output mag
nitude MAG is larger than any previous value retained in
the memory 178.
The last repetition of this process using the first row of the
correlation matrix occurs when the 128-bit selecting window
has been shifted as far as possible to the right (thus obtaining
the last 128 bits of the known bit sequence 194), where the
pointwise multiplication gives the block

65

(13)

Then, the start time for the second signal block is initially
calculated in the same way as for the first signal block, and is
adjusted to the closest time in the above set. This will stagger
the start time for the second signal block relative to that of the
first signal block by 5 milliseconds modulo 20 milliseconds.
A similar procedure is used in starting the capture of the third
signal block, but the 5 modulo 20 millisecond stagger will be
relative to the start time of the second signal block, and so on.
Using this procedure for starting the capture of the 3 addi
tional signal blocks, one of the 4 signal blocks will be aligned
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to within +2.5 milliseconds of the actual navigation data bit
boundaries, giving at most about 1.2 dB of loss due to mis
alignment.
It should be noted that time drift due to frequency error in
the receiver TCXO is negligible in this process of searching
over data bit boundaries. For example, a typical it 1 ppm
maximum frequency error causes a time drift of only 1 micro
second per second, or 60 microseconds per minute. Since it
normally would take (4 captured blocks)x(1 subframe per
block)x(6 Seconds per subframe)=24 seconds to find a signal
block with good alignment, TCXO drift is no problem.
It should also be noted that in processing the 3 additional
repeated captures of 2.56-second signal blocks, the Sextuple
(for 4x totax. MAG Max Itax K-tax. Jax) continues to be
updated each time the value of MAG exceeds all of the
previous values, including those from previous signal blocks.
At this point a complete search of a 50-Hz wide frequency
bin centered at f has been completed.
Completing the Acquisition Search
To complete the search for the satellite signal, all of the
above processing (in FIG. 17) is repeated for values of the
center frequency f, of the Doppler frequency bin spaced 50
HZ apart which span the total apparent Doppler frequency
uncertainty of the signal (340). When acquiring the first sat
ellite, this uncertainty is almost entirely that of the receiver's
TCXO, since true signal Doppler is known much more accu
rately from the approximate receiver position, approximate
time, and ephemeris data. Assuming a typical low-cost TCXO
frequency uncertainty of it 1 ppm, the corresponding apparent
Doppler uncertainty when receiving the GPS L signal at
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1. The value of the reference C/A code cyclic shift K
identifies the received code phase to within about +/2 chip at
receiver time totaly.
2. The value I of the FFT output index in combination
with the Doppler bin center frequency f. provides a very
accurate estimate of apparent Doppler shift at receiver time
to with a resolution of 1/(2.56 seconds)s0.39 HZ by using
the formula
10

MAX
Apparent Doppler shift, HZ = foMAX + 2.56
15

where it is assumed that the central FFT bin index corre

sponds to I-0. The possible value of I

ranges from

-63 to 64.

3. The bit number within the known 228-bit sequence of the
first bit received at to is simply J.--1, where the bit
number range is 1-101. Thus, the 128 bits captured by the
receiver are known, and the GPS time of transmission of the

25

30

1575.42 MHz is (1575.42x10)x(+1x10)st 1575 Hz,

which spans about 63 50-Hz wide frequency bins. At four
6-second subframes per bin, the complete search for the first
satellite at full sensitivity would take a maximum of about

(14)
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leading edge of the first bit received is known. Using this time
and ephemeris data, the location of the satellite at the trans
mission time is known. Thus, the propagation time of the
signal can be computed using the receiver's approximate
location. The accuracy of the computed propagation time is
within about 3.3 microseconds for each kilometer of position
uncertainty. For example, if the receiver location were known
to within 25 kilometers, the propagation time could be com
puted to within 3.3x25s83 microseconds. Therefore, taking
into account the propagation delay, the actual GPS time of
reception of the bit edge is known to within about 83 micro
seconds, and the time of arrival according to the receiver's
clock is known within about 2.5 milliseconds due to possible
data bit boundary misalignment. Thus, the receiver's clock

4x6x63=1512 seconds, or about 25.2 minutes.

can be calibrated to within about 2.5+ milliseconds of GPS

At all times during the Search, the Sextuple (fox, totaly,
MAGala, Italy, Katay, July) continues to be updated every
time an FFT magnitude exceeds one found at any previous
time during the full search. At the end of the search, the last
updated Sextuple (for 4.x, totax. MAG Max Itax. Kux.
J) is retained in the memory 178 and contains all acqui

time. Note that after the above calibration, the arrival time on

the receiver's clock of any known sequence of bits in any
subframe from any satellite can now be computed to within
40

sition data.

Due to the time required for the search, the acquisition data
in the sextuple has a latency of up to 25.2 minutes. For this
reason, it is preferable to repeat the search over a smaller
Doppler frequency range to account for TCXO frequency
drift during the search process due to temperature changes
(342). A typical reduced search range might be over 350-Hz
wide Doppler bins, which would take an additional 4x6x
3–72 seconds, or 1.2 minutes, with a maximum latency of the
same 1.2 minutes. In this search the center frequency of the
central frequency bin of the 3 bins would be the frequency
f
found in the first search. If desired, a third search over
just one frequency bin would take an additional 4x6–24 sec
onds with a latency no more than the same 24 seconds. During
the additional Smaller-range searches, the Sextuple (fol.
to tax. MAGAtly, Italy, Katax. Jax) Would continue to be
updated every time MAG is larger than what has previ
ously been stored. An additional benefit of the smaller-range
searches is verification that the original acquisition param
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eters were valid.

At this point it can be determined if the value of MAG
is sufficient to imply a reliable detection of the signal (344).
Initial Estimates of Signal and TCXO Parameters
Assuming a valid detection of the signal, at this point a
good estimate of the following parameters is available:
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about 2.5+ milliseconds.

4. By comparing the measured apparent Doppler shift (item 2
above) and the Doppler shift computed from ephemeris data,
calibrated GPS time from the receiver's clock (item 3 above),
and approximate position, the TCXO frequency error can be
determined with an uncertainty that depends almost entirely
on the position uncertainty of the receiver, at most about 1 Hz
per kilometer of position uncertainty. For example, if the
receiver position is known to within 25 kilometers, the TCXO
frequency can be calibrated to within about 25 Hz.
An Alternate Method of Terminating the Acquisition Search
Instead of searching through all Doppler frequency bins to
find the largest FFT magnitude, the search can be terminated
when an FFT magnitude exceeds a given threshold. This has
the advantage that the expected search time is reduced to at
least /2 of its former value.

Satellite Tracking
Once a satellite signal has been acquired, the signal can be
tracked with essentially the same processes as those used for
acquisition using the same circuitry shown in FIG. 17.
although some processes can be omitted/reduced in tracking
as explained below. As in acquisition, tracking includes pro
cessing a 2.56-second blocks of signal, each signal block
assumed to be within a subframe. The major difference is that
none of the following is required: (a) a search over a large
number of frequency bins, (b) the full 1024 reference C/A
code cyclic shifts, (c) the 101 blocks of consecutive 128 bits
in the known 228-bit sequence each pointwise multiplied by
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each row of the correlation matrix. Throughout tracking, time
is measured using the receiver's calibrated clock, which at
this point is within about 2.5 milliseconds of GPS time just
after acquisition of the first satellite.
FIG. 20 schematically illustrates a process flow diagram
for method for tracking satellites after acquisition of GPS/
GNSS signals, in accordance with one embodiment of the
present invention. Tracking is initiated by first computing the
accurate estimate of apparent Doppler shift (400), obtained
from the acquisition process by means of the formula in item
2 above using the valuef. This will be the value assigned
to the center frequency f of the Doppler frequency bin used
by the phase rotator 162 in capturing the first 2.56-second
signal block used for tracking. As tracking proceeds, the
center frequency f is updated from FFT frequency measure
ments (by the 128-point FFT 172 and the magnitude deter
miner 174), and f is updated by computations using ephem
eris data, calibrated receiver time, and approximate receiver
position.
The start time to (trialbitboundary) on the receiver's clock
for signal capture is the GPS time of reception of the leading
edge of the first bit in a known sequence of 128 bits in the
Subframe selected to start the tracking. As previously men
tioned in item 3 above, this GPS time of reception (i.e., the
start time to for tracking) can be calculated to within about 83
microseconds (402), assuming a receiverposition uncertainty
of 25 kilometers. For the process of bit synchronization which
will be performed subsequently, it is helpful to use the refer
ence code cyclic shift K. obtained from acquisition to
adjust the start time to so that it coincides with the beginning
of the nearest received C/A code period (known as a PN code
epoch) (402). This is easily done by adjusting the start time to
backward by Kx0.97656 microseconds if K is less
than 512 and otherwise forward by (1024-K)x0.97656
microseconds (0.97656 microseconds is the sample spacing
of the received signal, which is very nearly the length of 1 C/A
code chip). After the adjustment, there will be a received data
bit boundary withink milliseconds of the start time to where
k is an integer from -3 to 3 (k will be an integer because a data
bit boundary always coincides with a PN code epoch).
Similarly to acquisition, a sequence of complex baseband
samples 182 is received (404) from the RF front end, and the
phase rotator 162 compensates the apparent Doppler shift

using the calculatedlestimated Doppler frequencybin (f) and

the rate of change (f) (406).
Bit Synchronization
To obtain the best tracking performance and to calibrate the
receiver's clock to the sub-microsecond level, bit synchroni
Zation is necessary. Here it is assumed that it begins at the
initiation of tracking, but in some cases can occur later.
In bit synchronization, the 20-millisecond synchronous
Summer 164 performs the same type of synchronous Summa
tion process described above for acquisition using signal
blocks of 20,480 samples (408). However, in the 20-millisec
ond synchronous Summation, there are 7 versions of the pro
cess operating in parallel, in which the boundaries of the
signal blocks (the partition points, i.e., bit boundary loca
tions) are respectively offset by -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, and 3
milliseconds from the estimated start time to. That is, the 7
offsets are apart from each other by one period of C/A code
centering on the bit boundary corresponding to the start time
to. That is, the 7 offsets correspond to 7 code epochs. The
offsets may be generated by the process controller 161 (an
offset generator 169) by partitioning the signal block into
20-millisecond-long sub blocks using the offset bit bound
aries. The first signal block of the Zero-offset is processed so
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as to synchronously sum the 20,480 samples starting at to
(which is the same as in acquisition).
For each of the 7 offset values, each synchronous summa
tion produces a set of 1024 compressed samples which is
correlated, in the N-point correlator 166, with one period of
reference C/A code to produce a complex correlation value
(410). FIG. 21 schematically illustrates an example of the
correlation operation for bit synchronization. Unlike the
many cyclic shifts required for acquisition as shown in FIG.
19, only one cyclic shift value of the reference code C/A is
needed for bit synchronization, because the proper value for
alignment with the received C/A code can be computed from
knowledge of the cyclic shift (using the final value K) and
accurate apparent Doppler shift obtained from the signal
acquisition process. Thus, 7 complex correlation values are
produced every 20 milliseconds, one value for each of the 7
offset synchronous Summation processes so as to generate a
bit synchronization correlation matrix 171 (412). For conve
nience, these values are arranged in 7 rows as
CI C, ... Cis
C’ C, ... Cis

(15)

25

C C3 ... Cis

30

where the SuperScript indicates the synchronous Summation
offset and the subscript indicates which of the 1024-sample
blocks was used in the correlation. It should be noted that the

35
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period of reference C/A code may be cyclically pre-shifted,
prior to the 1024-point correlation, as time progresses to
compensate for signal time precession due to apparent Dop
pler shift corresponding to the Doppler frequency f.
Each of the 7 rows of the bit synchronization correlation
matrix is pointwise multiplied (414), at the pointwise multi
plier 170 (see FIG. 17), by the known 128-bit sequence
BB2 ... B128

(16)

that the receiver is known to have captured, to produce the
blocks

BC, B2C, ... B128C.2s, k=-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3
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(17)

It should be noted that in bit synchronization, there is no
need to shift the 128-bit sequence within the known 228-bit
sequence 194. Thus, the segment selector 192 may be dis
abled to provide the same 128-bit sequence without shifting.
In bit synchronization, the row selector 190 and the pointwise
multiplier 170 (with the disabled segment selector 192) may
be referred to as a bit sync correlator.
On each of the 7 blocks, a 128-point FFT is performed at
the 128-point FFT 172 (416), and the magnitude L is calcu
lated at the magnitude calculator 174 (418) so as to find the
largest FFT output magnitude L. The result is 7 largest mag
nitudes L. L., ... L. The maximum value determiner 176.
which operates as a bit sync correlation peak determiner,
determines the largest magnitude L. With the index kl
(420). The index k associated with the largest of these 7
magnitudes is the displacement in milliseconds of the nearest
received data bit boundary from the capture start time to Bit
synchronization has now been achieved (422), because it is
known that bit boundaries occur at
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to+0.001k+0.02n, n=0,1,2,...
on the receiver's clock.

(18)
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If needed, improvement in the reliability of bit synchroni
Zation can be achieved by sequentially capturing a number M
of 2.56-second blocks to get M vectors
L_s, L_3, ... Li, i=1,2,..., M

(19)

48
captured, and f(k) denotes the estimated apparent Doppler
frequency in Hertz for the phase rotator determined from the
k' dwell.

2. Estimated apparent Doppler frequency for phase rotator:
5

of largest FFT magnitudes, forming their vector Sum, and
finding the index k of the component of the vector sum which
has the largest value.
Refinement of Receiver Clock Calibration

f(k) = f(k - 1) +
10

As a result of bit synchronization, the point the time of
reception on the receiver's clock of the leading edge of the
first bit in the known captured 128-bit sequence is now known
to be to-0.001 k. Since the GPS time of transmission of
this leading edge is known and the propagation time is known

where f(k) denotes the rate of frequency change in Hz/sec
due to satellite motion determined from the k" dwell.

3. Rate of frequency change due to satellite motion for phase
rotator:
15

to within 83 microseconds, the receiver clock can now be

calibrated to within 83 microseconds of GPS time, assuming
a 25 kilometer uncertainty in receiver position.
Continuation and Refinement of Tracking
Once bit synchronization has been achieved, it can be
maintained by further tracking using 2.56-second blocks of
received signal. For each signal block, the start time to of
signal capture on the receiver's clock can be calculated to take
place at a data bit boundary by using previous estimates of
received code phase and accurate apparent Doppler shift.
For further tracking, only one partition of the received
signal samples into 20.480-sample blocks is necessary (simi
lar to acquisition) and each of the compressed 1024-sample
blocks resulting from Synchronous Summation only need to
be correlated with 1 period of reference code having only one
cyclic shift value. However, for increased accuracy in esti
mating the phase of the received code, a small number of
cyclic shifts at higher resolution can be employed. This is
accomplished by increasing the number of samples in the
stored reference C/A code to an integer multiple of 1024. For
example, if the stored period of reference C/A code consists
of 16x1024=16,384 samples, it can be shifted in increments
of 1 sample out of 16,384, or approximately /16 chip. This
results in a range resolution of approximately 18 meters. In
this case, for each cyclic shift value of the reference C/A code,
it can be correlated with a compressed 1024 sample block by

IMAX (k - 1)

f(k) in Hz/sec computed from ephemeris, approximate

location, and ts(k)

Outputs:
1. Estimated apparent Doppler at time to(k):
f(k) = f(k - 1) +

IMAX(k)

sts - Hz

2. Estimate of offset of received code epoch at time to(k):
25

Acode(k)=(9.7656x10)Kax(k)sec

Estimate of TCXO Frequency Error
The estimate ofTCXO frequency error in parts per million
at receiver clock time to(k) is given by
30

f(k)-fcALC (k)

1575.42
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ppm

where f(k) is the calculated Doppler shift at time tes(k)
using ephemeris data and approximate user position. The
accuracy of this estimate depends primarily on the uncer
tainty of the receiver position, and is within approximately
0.635 parts per billion (ppb) per kilometer of receiver position
uncertainty.
Estimate of Receiver Clock Error

using every 16" reference sample. No other change in the

The receiver clock is assumed to be governed by the receiv

hardware is required for the correlation. As in the case of
acquisition, additional precession in the cyclic shifts of the

er's TCXO. The estimated receiver clock error at receiver

reference C/A code is introduced in accordance with accu

rately measured apparent Doppler shift.
The remainder of processing the captured 2.56-second
block of signal is the same as for acquisition, except that the
correlation matrix has a relatively small number of rows, and
the sequence of 128 captured bits is known, so each row of the
correlation matrix is simply pointwise multiplied by it and
input to a 128-point FFT.
Inputs and Outputs for Each 2.56-Second Dwell During
Tracking
The index k indicates the current dwell (signal block), and
k-1 indicates the previous dwell on the same satellite.
Inputs:
1. Signal capture start time on receiver's clock:

clock time to(k) is given by
45
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to(k) = tops (k) +

Zation.
Position Fixes

f(k - 1)

trip c(k)
- (9.7656X 107)K
)KAx (kk -- 1)1) -- tops
(k) -- ioin(k( - 1)lists
4 - 10665

where ties (k) denotes the computed GPS reception time of
the leading edge of the first bit in the 128-bits of signal to be

The accuracy of this estimate depends primarily on the
uncertainty of the receiver position, and is within approxi
mately 3 microseconds per kilometer of receiver position
uncertainty.
The receiver clock error at any given time on the receiver's
clock can be computed by using the latestestimate of receiver
clock error obtained from tracking and the estimate ofTCXO
frequency error.
Acquisition of Additional Satellites
After acquiring and continuing to track the first satellite,
the acquisition of additional satellites is much faster, because
the receiver clock error and TCXO frequency error are known
very accurately. As a result, additional satellites can be
acquired by directly entering the tracking mode without the
time uncertainty that would otherwise require bit synchroni
When enough satellites are available to obtain a position
fix, the position uncertainty will typically be reduced to 100
meters or less, a level that permits calibration of the receiver's
clock to the Sub-microsecond level. That is, using pseudo
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range measurements from a plurality of satellites acquired by
the method of embodiments of the present invention
described above, receiver position within approximately 100
meters may be obtained, thereby reducing the time uncer
tainty to the Sub-microsecond level to achieve Sub-microsec
ond time transfer.
While this invention has been described in terms of several

preferred embodiments, there are alterations, permutations,
modifications, and various Substitute equivalents, which fall
within the scope of this invention. It should also be noted that
there are many alternative ways of implementing the methods
and apparatuses of the present invention. It is therefore
intended that the following appended claims be interpreted as
including all such alterations, permutations, and various Sub
stitute equivalents as fall within the true spirit and scope of the
present invention.
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What is claimed is:

1. A method for high-sensitivity GPS/GNSS signal acqui
sition and tracking in a stationary GPS/GNSS receiver includ
ing a front end section and a signal processing section, the
front end section receiving a GPS/GNSS signal from satel
lites and producing a digitized complex baseband signal, the
method comprising:
Selecting a known B-bit sequence of navigation data, the
known B-bit sequence having a known navigation data
bit pattern and containing an entire M-bit sequence
shorter than the known B-bit sequence as part thereof;

25

frequency fo:

partitioning the M-bit block into M successive sub
blocks each having a length of one navigation data bit;
producing M compressed sample blocks by Synchro
nous Summation using a periodicity of one-period of
C/A code, each compressed sample block having
N-samples and a length of one period of C/A code:
cross-correlating each of the M compressed sample
blocks with N cyclic shifts of one period of reference
C/A code for a selected satellite so as to produce an

N-by-M correlation matrix, k" column of the corre
lation matrix consisting of N complex values of an
N-value correlation function of the k" compressed
sample block, K" row of the correlation matrix cor
responding to M bits of the M-bit block at the K-1"

cyclic shift; and
data-shift correlating each row of the correlation matrix
with a selected M-bit sequence within the known
B-bit sequence by shifting the selected M-bit
sequence from one end to the other of the known B-bit
sequence so as to produce (B-M+1) data-shift corre

30

includes:

6. The method of claim 1, wherein in the data-shift corre

lating, the selected M-bit sequence is placed at the shift J
in the known B-bit sequence for tracking of an acquired
satellite, such that the data-shift correlating provides bit sync
correlation.
35
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7. The method of claim 1, further comprising, in the track
ing of an acquired satellite after acquisition of the GPS/GNSS
signal:
selecting a plurality (Q) of offset bit boundary locations
centering on the bit boundary location to determined
in the acquisition;
capturing an M-bit sequence of the baseband signal from
the received signal using start time corresponding to the
determined bit boundary location to
the captured
M-bit sequence including Mbits of the navigation data;
Doppler-compensating the captured M-bit sequence using
the measured frequency for obtained in the acquisi
tion;
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lation values for each row; and

finding the data-shift correlation value having a maximum
magnitude MAG and parameters associated there
with, by repeating the search process for predetermined
combinations of the trial frequencies and the trial bit
boundary locations, wherein the associated parameters

trial frequency fo.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the trial bit boundary
location is obtained by partitioning a range of uncertainty in
location of navigation data bit boundaries of the received
signal.

selecting a trial frequency f. for compensating apparent

Doppler shift in the received signal;
selecting a trial bit boundary location to for determining
navigation data bit boundaries of the received signal;
performing a search process including:
capturing an M-bit block of the baseband signal from the
received signal using start time corresponding to the
selected trial bit boundary location, the M-bit block
including an M-bit sequence of the navigation data,
the M-bit sequence being known to be contained in
the known B-bit sequence;
Doppler-compensating the M-bit block using the trial

50
frequency for indicating a measured apparent Dop
pler shift of the received signal;
bit boundary location to providing a bit boundary
location of the captured M-bit sequence;
a row index K of the correlation matrix indicating a
location of a code epoch of C/A code of the received
signal; and
an amount of shift J of the selected M-bit sequence
within the known B-bit sequence, the amount of shift
indicating a location of a start bit of the captured M-bit
sequence with respect to the known B-bit sequence.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein in the cross-correlating
for the GPS/GNSS signal acquisition, the N cyclic shifts
performs 1024 cyclic shifts corresponding to the number of
the samples in the compressed sample block.
3. The method of claim 1, wherein in the cross-correlating,
the N cyclic shifts is disabled for tracking of an acquired
satellite after the GPS/GNSS signal acquisition.
4. The method of claim 1, wherein the trial frequency is
obtained by:
partitioning a range of uncertainty in frequency of the
received signal due to the apparent Doppler shift into a
plurality (P) of contiguous frequency bins; and
selecting a center frequency of each frequency bin as the

partitioning the captured M-bit sequence into M Successive
Sub-blocks each having a length of one navigation data
bit using the plurality of offset bit boundaries so as to
produce Q sets of M successive sub-blocks:
producing Q sets of M compressed sample blocks, each set
corresponding to the M bits of the captured M-bit
sequence, each compressed sample block having
N-samples and a length of one period of C/A code:
cross-correlating each of the Q sets of the M compressed
sample blocks with one period of reference C/A code for
the acquired satellite so as to produce a Q-by-Mbit sync

correlation matrix, k" column of the bit sync correlation
correlation function of the k" compressed sample block,
j" row of the bit sync correlation matrix corresponding
to Mbits of the captured M-bit sequence at thei" offset;

matrix consisting of Q complex values of an N-value

and
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correlating each row of the bit sync correlation matrix with
the known M-bit sequence so as to produce Q bit sync
correlation values; and
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finding the bit sync correlation value having a largest mag
nitude Land the associated offset; and
determining a synchronized bit boundary for the acquired
satellite from the bit boundary location to and the
associated offset.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein said cross-correlating
each of the M compressed sample blocks includes:
cyclically pre-shifting N real-value samples of the one
period of reference C/A code as time progresses so as to
compensate for signal time precession due to apparent
Doppler shift corresponding to the selected trial fre

10

10. The GPS/GNSS receiver circuit of claim 9, wherein the

quency.

9. A GPS/GNSS receiver circuit for high-sensitivity GPS/
GNSS signal acquisition and tracking, including a front end
section and a signal processing section, the front end section
receiving a GPS/GNSS signal from satellites and producing a
digitized complex baseband signal, the signal processing sec
tion comprising:
an input terminal for receiving an M-bit block of the base
band signal of the received signal, the M-bit block
including an M-bit sequence of the navigation data, the
M-bit sequence being known to be contained in a longer
known B-bit sequence having a known navigation data
bit pattern;
a process controller including:

15

in the M-bit block using the trial frequency fo:

a synchronous Summer configured to partition the M-bit
block into M Successive Sub-blocks, and synchronously
Sum samples of each Sub-block using a periodicity of
one period of C/A code, so as to produce M compressed
sample blocks each having N-samples and a length of
one period of C/A code:
a cross correlator configured to cross-correlate each of the
M compressed sample blocks with N cyclic shifts of one
period of reference C/A code for a selected satellite so as
to produce an N-by-M correlation matrix:
a correlator memory configured to hold the N-by-M corre

11. The GPS/GNSS receiver circuit of claim 9, wherein the
12. The GPS/GNSS receiver circuit of claim 9, wherein the

process controller is configured to partition, for GPS/GNSS
signal acquisition, a range of uncertainty in frequency of the
received signal due to the apparent Doppler shift into a plu
rality (P) of contiguous frequency bins, such that the fre
quency selector selects a center frequency of each frequency
25
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each row:

a magnitude calculator configured to calculate magnitude
of data-shift correlation values; and

a maximum value determiner configured to determine the
data-shift correlation value having a greatest magnitude
MAG and parameters associated therewith, after
receiving, from the magnitude calculator, the magnitude
for predetermined combinations of the frequencies and
the trial bit boundary locations, wherein the associated
parameters includes:

process controller is further configured to:
partition, for GPS/GNSS signal acquisition, a range of
uncertainty in location of navigation data bit boundaries
in the received signal to provide equally separated trial
bit boundary locations; and
provide, for tracking an acquired satellite, a plurality (Q) of
offset bit boundary locations centering on the bit bound
ary location to determined in the acquisition.
14. The GPS/GNSS receiver circuit of claim 9, wherein the

data-shift correlator is further configured to serve as bit syn
chronization correlator in tracking of an acquired satellite by
disabling the shifting and placing the selected M-bit sequence
at the shift J in the known B-bit sequence.

sisting of N complex values of an N-value correlation

a data-shift correlator coupled to said correlator memory,
configured to correlate each row of the correlation
matrix with a selected M-bit sequence of the known
B-bit sequence by shifting the selected M-bit sequence
from one end to the other of the known B-bit sequence so
as to produce (B-M+1) data-shift correlation values for

bin as the trial frequency fo.

13. The GPS/GNSS receiver circuit of claim 9, wherein the

lation matrix, k" column of the correlation matrix con

function of the k" compressed sample block, K" row of
the correlation matrix corresponding to M bits of the
M-bit block at the K-1" cyclic shift:

cross correlator performs 1024 cyclic shifts corresponding to
the number of the samples in the compressed sample block for
the GPS/GNSS signal acquisition.
cross correlator disables the N cyclic shifts for tracking an
acquired satellite after the GPS/GNSS acquisition.

a frequency selector configured to select a frequency fo

for compensating apparent Doppler shift in the
received signal; and
a bit boundary selector configured to select a trial bit
boundary location to for determining navigation data
bit boundaries of the received signal, the trial bit
boundary location corresponding to start time for cap
turing the received signal;
a phase rotator configured to compensate the Doppler shift
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frequency for indicating a measured apparent Dop
pler shift of the received signal;
bit boundary location to providing a bit boundary
location of the captured M-bit sequence;
a row index K of the correlation matrix indicating a
location of a code epoch of C/A code of the received
signal; and
an amount of shift J of the selected M-bit sequence
within the known B-bit sequence, the amount of shift
indicating a location of a start bit of the captured M-bit
sequence with respect to the known B-bit sequence.
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15. The GPS/GNSS receiver circuit of claim 9, wherein:

the process controller is configured to provide, for tracking
of an acquired satellite, a plurality (Q) of offset bit
boundary locations centering on the bit boundary loca
tion to determined in the acquisition;
the bit boundary selector selects, in the tracking, one of the
plurality of offset bit boundary locations centering as a
trial bit boundary location;
the phase rotator compensates, in the tracking, the Doppler
shift in the M-bit block using the measured frequency
for obtained in the acquisition;
the synchronous Summer partitions, in the tracking, the
M-bit block into the M successive sub-blocks using the
plurality of offset bit boundaries sequentially selected
by the bit boundary selector, so as to produce Q sets of M
compressed sample blocks;
the cross correlator cross-correlates, in the tracking, each
of the Q sets of M compressed sample blocks with one
period of reference C/A code for the acquired satellite so
as to produce a Q-by-Mbit sync correlation matrix to be

held in the correlator memory, k" column of the bit sync
correlation matrix consisting of Q complex values of an
N-value correlation function of the k" compressed
sample block, j" row of the bit sync correlation matrix
corresponding to the Mbits of the M-bit block at thei"
offset;

the data-shift correlator correlates, in the tracking, each
row of the bit sync correlation matrix with the selected
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M-bit sequence at the shift J in the known B-bit
sequence So as to produce Q bit sync correlation values;

54
a cyclic pre-shifter for cyclically shifting N real-value
samples of the one period of reference C/A code as time
progresses so as to compensate for signal time preces
sion due to apparent Doppler shift corresponding to the
Selected frequency.

and

the maximum value determiner determines, in the tracking,
the bit sync correlation value having a largest magnitude
L and the associated offset, a synchronized bit
boundary for the acquired satellite being determined
from the bit boundary location to and the associated

18. The method of claim 1, wherein the known B-bit

offset.

16. The GPS/GNSS receiver circuit of claim9, said process

controller further includes:

a rate change calculator configured to calculate a rate of
change in the frequency of the received signal based on
approximate receiver location, approximate time, and
satellite ephemeris data obtained from an external
SOUC.

17. The GPS/GNSS receiver circuit of claim 9, wherein
said cross-correlator includes:
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sequence is selected from a subframe of the navigation data.
19. The method of claim 1, wherein each navigation data
bit spans 20 milliseconds, each sub-block is 20-millisecond
long and contains 20xN samples, one period of C/A code is 1
millisecond, and each compressed sample block is 1 millisec
ond in length.
20. The GPS/GNSS receiver circuit of claim 9, wherein the

15

known B-bit sequence is selected from a subframe of the
navigation data.

